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Data Breaches Getting Worse and Mobile Perfect Exploit Vector 
 

Friends, 

 
Just looking at the total number of breaches in June, we see an 
explosive growth.  Ransomware is not only on the rise, it’s also getting 
very creative and on top of that, we’re seeing mobile becoming the 

perfect exploit vector – devices in all our back pockets, coming in and 
out of work, behind the corporate firewall.  Whether you’re worried 
about data loss prevention (DLP) or trying the manage the bring your 
own device (BYOD) dilemma, we have our hands full with infectible 

mobile computing.  Smartphones have become faster and faster computing devices with more 

memory and storage than ever.  They have Bluetooth, wifi, NFC, webcams, hard drives, 
microphones, keyboards – what more could one ask for to create the perfect backdoor to spy on 
organizations? 

So, back to June, we’re looking, so far, at 290M records stolen.  This is a huge number, putting 
the total # of personally identifyable records (PII) breached to date, at more than 900M, as 
documented at privacyrights.org.   We’re looking at the following big breaches this month: 

 51 million iMesh passwords 

 154 million facebook profiles 

 77k accounts of State Farm customers 

 45 million records from VerticalScope.com 

 21,000 records at the University of Greenwich 

…and the list goes on and on… 

What are the few key things we keep finding in common in all these breaches?  Poor or no 
encryption processes and tools in place.  Commonly exploitable vulnerabilities that could have 

been detected and removed from a simple audit and finally rogue access to these networks 
from Remote Access Trojans (RATs) running over the internet after a spear-phishing attack.  
Let’s get smarter about how we proactively defend against this easily recognized pattern of 
attacks.  We can work together to not be victimized if we understand how we’re being exploited. 

To our faithful readers, Enjoy 

Pierluigi Paganini 
Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief, Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com  

mailto:Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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Will the Internet of Things Become an Internet of Attacks? 

By Avi Freedman, CEO of Kentik 

 
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises many business and lifestyle benefits from the data 

gathering, communications and control capabilities of sensors and software embedded in a 

huge variety of devices that have previously been mute. 

 

That promise comes with a dark shadow, however. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

attackers already have a significant advantage over those trying to defend businesses because 

the Internet infrastructure industry allows IP address forgery on a vast scale, enabling attackers 

to launch untraceable attacks with impunity.  

 

Add in billions of connected devices engineered with scant attention to security, and you’ve 

dealt another powerful card into the hand of cyber-criminals who can deploy ever more 

paralyzing DDoS attacks amplified a thousand-fold by leveraging these devices’ vulnerabilities. 

 

For those who aren’t familiar with the term, DDoS is when attackers send IP traffic from many 

hundreds or thousands of compromised devices to consume the resources of vital IT 

infrastructure such as network routers and web servers.  

 

Those thousands of compromised devices are controlled by a so-called botnet.  

 

Sadly, the world is full of poorly engineered networks in which botnets can thrive because those 

networks don’t implement basic hygienic measures to check that computers sending traffic from 

IP addresses have been assigned to them. In fact, up to 40 percent of the Internet today allows 

botnets to function with no impediment. 

 

Way back in 1992, I witnessed the birth of Denial of Service attacks when I helped launch 

Netaxs, Philadelphia’s first-ever ISP.  

 

We were surprised and concerned when some of our customers became the earliest targets of 

crude DoS attacks. In those days, most of the attacks were precipitated by ordinary folks falling 

out over some topic being discussed on an electronic bulletin board.  

 

One party would change the IP address on his Sun server, and start sending a flood of TCP 

SYN messages (the first message in a TCP/IP conversation) to their target’s web server. The 

web server would try to start up many concurrent web sessions and eventually run out of 

memory and crash. 

 

Over time, two things changed. The first is that attackers became more sophisticated by 

unleashing distributed attacks from large groups of Internet-connected computers that had been 

hacked and controlled centrally as part of a botnet.  
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The second thing that changed was that more and more attacks were motivated by commercial 

or geopolitical purposes, which meant that attackers could apply much more resources to 

developing and launching attacks.  

 

The result is that we are entering into the age of Multi-Terabit DDoS attacks. With IoT, we may 

be looking at attacks that are large enough to paralyze even large Internet service provider 

networks. 

 

 

An Old-Time Remedy, If Not a Cure 

 

There is no complete cure for hackers or DDoS attacks. As long as humans have a financial 

incentive to break things, they will continue to innovate ways to do just that to Internet 

security. However, there is a significant remedial action that could help in a big way that has 

existed for over a decade, but that is not being used.   

 

Back in 2000, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) – the global standards body – had 

introduced a Best Current Practice (BCP38) to address the IP address spoofing problem. 

BCP38 directs Internet Service Providers to check incoming data traffic to ensure that it is 

coming from an IP address registered to the network that sent it out. 

 

To verify that IP addresses line up with their sending networks, major networking gear 

companies such as Cisco developed Reverse Path Forwarding technologies inside their routers. 

This approach is also known as network ingress filtering.  

 

A packet filter is placed at the edge of a network to spot IP sources that have adopted an 

address belonging to some other network. 

 

About 80 percent of large Internet backbone providers today have implemented ingress filtering. 

If other network operators around the world followed suit, this would significantly tamp down the 

number, scale, and effect of DDoS attacks. 

 

When BCP38 made its debut, industry watchers suggested that the federal government should 

use its massive purchasing power to include ingress filtering as part of its contracting 

requirements.  

 

In this way, the industry could rely on market forces to improve network security, rather than 

imposing new regulations.  

 

However, the powerful telecom lobby quickly pushed back, and Congress did not pass federal 

contracting requirements. 
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Still, the idea is a good one to use market pressures to influence Internet Service Providers, 

rather than adding more layers of industry regulation to halt the spread of phony IP addresses 

and botnet attacks. Ideally, there is a collaborative effect based on shared interests. 

 

Defend Yourself Locally, Contract with the Global in Mind 

 

As I mentioned before, there is no magic pill for DDoS attacks. IT organizations need to invest in 

a layered and agile approach to defending themselves.  

 

They should combine perimeter-based detection systems that operate on a network-wide basis 

and offer flexibility to adjust alerts to changing conditions.  

 

Network organizations should also have deep network traffic analytics that allows for 

unconstrained data exploration so that network and security experts can identify new attacks, 

prune false positive and negative alerts, and continuously innovate new and better detection 

schemes and mitigation tactics. 

 

However, companies and government agencies have another tool at their disposal. They can 

use their contracts for Internet services as a lever for a safer Internet, by requiring BCP38 

compliance as a part of all requests for proposals.  

 

In this way, business leaders and public officials can do their part to prevent the Internet of 

Attacks and reduce future harm as the industry rolls out the next generation of Internet 

infrastructure. 

 

 

About the Author  

Kentik Co-Founder and CEO Avi Freedman has decades of 

experience as a leading technologist and networking executive. Prior 

to co-founding Kentik in 2014, he served in several roles for Akamai, 

including Chief Network Scientist and Vice President of Network 

Infrastructure.  

In 1992, Freedman launched Netaxs, the first ISP for Philadelphia, 

before going on to serve as the Network Director for AboveNet and 

the CTO for ServerCentral. 
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The Bank Vault Isn’t Secure: So What Hope Do the Rest of Us 

Have?  

The losses being reported for recent bank cyberattacks are frighteningly large– banking cybercrime 

in 2016 most definitely pays. NNT provide a quick backgrounder to the core issues. 

 
 

Things used to be so simple in the Good Old Days… 

Ever since the earliest forms of banking were established there has always been a need to 

protect the currency of the day. The first treasuries were established within temples to ensure 

that the loot was not only protected physically, but morally too by the overseeing deity.  

 

Bank strong rooms evolved to incorporate increasing levels of physical security. Safes became 

vaults, with more steel and concrete being used.  

 

Similarly, lock technology increased in sophistication and complexity from simple keys to 

multiple layers of codes and combinations.  

 

When bank heists began to find success via brute force – drilling, explosives and thermic lances 

will defeat any lock and even reinforced concrete - alarm systems became increasingly 

valuable.  

 

Sensors to detect unexpected activity could alert bank security before the physical vault 

defenses were breached.  

 

Alarm systems meant that the perpetrators were apprehended before a robbery succeeded, a 

valuable lesson from history that still holds true today. 

 

In the last 20 years, in the banking sector, as in all other industries, the internet has proven to 

be a game-changer.  

 

The opportunities for banks to trade faster, more simply and on a global scale has 

revolutionized the business. Unfortunately, the cybercrime industry has developed even faster 

and man, have they seized the opportunity to make money from the internet-enabled bank! 

 

The big ones that have caused problems recently are the Carbanak APT which is estimated to 

have netted $1B worldwide, much of this in cold hard cash from hacked ATMs.  

 

There was also the more recent Bangladesh bank heist which shows that attacks often succeed 

more as a result of opportunism rather than necessarily being due to being uber-sophisticated. 
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What are the attack methods being used? Are these uniquely crafted for the Banking 

Sector? 

Yes and no! The issue is that there is still the ‘mainstream’ tide of malware which is still an issue 

and a potential threat, but the major concern are the more targeted attacks. Using a modified or 

mutated version of existing malware provides a convenient, zero day version – zero day means 

invisible to anti-virus systems and to an extent, sandbox and IPS systems. 

 

How are these new APT Malware attacks formulated? 

Right now there has never been less of a need to create new malware as Brian Krebs reported 

recently. Existing malware only needs minor modifications to become operational as a zero day 

threat.  

There still needs to be a vector for the malware – a means by which it can be transmitted – 

typically a vulnerability that is exploited or complicit or gullible personnel (i.e. phishing attacks), 

which is why vulnerability management and system hardening are key actions to take in order to 

mitigate the threats. 

 

If a system is infiltrated by a Banking APT, what is the likely trajectory or behavior of the 

attack? 

In a sophisticated attack such as the Carbanak attack, this was the very model of an APT 

(Advanced, Persistent threat) in that it gradually penetrated further into banking systems over 

time, stealing credentials in order to gain progressively higher access to more critical systems 

and provide remote control capabilities and video monitoring of systems usage.   

The payoff for the attack was to allow the gang to help themselves to bank reserves and move 

money to their accounts at will through their access and control of core bank systems.  

In one especially audacious and creative move, the gang re-programmed ATMs to dispense 

cash on demand, issuing 5,000 Ruble notes when 100 Ruble notes were requested. 

 

Targeting of ATMs is a scary prospect – how do Banking cyberattacks differ to those 

active in the Retail sector? 

The banking attacks have been successful in directly providing access to funds transferred from 

bank reserves, whereas Retail attacks have tended to focus on Card Data theft, such as Home 

Depot, Target etc.  

Card data is still a highly valuable commodity that allows goods to be acquired fraudulently to be 

converted to cash.  

http://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/05/got-90000-a-windows-0-day-could-be-yours/
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/05/got-90000-a-windows-0-day-could-be-yours/
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Card Payment Merchants are mandated to comply with the Payment Card Industry Data 

Security Standard, or PCI DSS, which outlines a series of 12 requirements for the operation of 

cyber security controls.  

These include vulnerability management, secure application design and testing, data encryption 

and breach detection technology, such as file integrity monitoring and event log analysis. 

 

What are the key action points for Information Security teams in the banking sector?  

In common with the PCI DSS, layered security best practices are needed to defend effectively 

against the entire range of insider threats, malware and phishing.  

Systems must be hardened to reduce the ‘attack surface’ presented by systems, and this must 

be underpinned by regimented patching with tight change control to better highlight the smoking 

gun of a breach - unexpected system changes.  

Internal segmentation of networked systems will help compartmentalize any malware infiltration. 

And because no system can ever be truly 100% secure, breach detection is critical.  

Seems that when it comes to security, as with most other things in life, history tells us 

everything we need to know. 

 

About the Author 

Mark Kedgley is Chief Technical Officer at New Net Technologies 

(NNT) where he is responsible for driving ongoing product 

development; his primary objective being to continually push 

NNT’s data security and compliance solutions to protect their 

customers’ sensitive data against security threats and network 

breaches in the most efficient and cost effective manner, whilst 

being easier to use than anything else out there in the market. 

 

Mark has been CTO at NNT since 2009, and has over 20 years’ experience in IT business 

development and sales. Mark combines a visionary yet pragmatic approach to IT: combining not 

just the ability to analyse business issues and scope technological solutions to address needs, 

but to also deliver product that is both fit-for-purpose and future-proof. 
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http://go.linomasoftware.com/cdm_secure
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Tokenization: What It Is, What It Isn’t, and How It Protects 

Merchants  

By J.D. Oder II, CTO and SVP of Research & Development, Shift4 

 

In the years since Shift4 introduced tokenization to the payments industry in 2005, it has 

become widely accepted, universally adopted, and is currently an industry standard for securing 

post-authorization card data for the long term.  

However, within the industry, there still exists a lack of clarity about where the line is that 

qualifies or disqualifies something as tokenization. EMVCo (the body that determines and 

regulates EMV specifications) and PCI have both attempted to standardize tokenization over the 

past few years, but neither has succeeded.  

Even these two organizations can’t agree on what tokens should look like and how they should 

function. 

 

 

Defining Tokenization 

The term “tokenization” is often used incorrectly to describe several different payment security 

methods that perform various functions. For example, consumer-based tokenization solutions 

may refer to technologies that secure mobile payments (à la Apple Pay) or to card-based token 

services more along the lines of PayPal.  

By EMVCo’s definition, both would be called tokenization, even though the underpinning 

technologies are quite different. I even saw one article that extolled the virtues of point-to-point 

encryption as a tokenization solution.  

That one is unforgivable, given the fact that these technologies aren’t even in the same security 

ballpark. 

This fundamental misunderstanding puts merchants at risk of being led astray from the very 

tokenization solutions they need in order to secure their business. Tokenization was specifically 

designed not to be encrypted data, because by definition, encrypted data is decryptable. 

 

So let’s be clear; tokenization and encryption are not interchangeable. Tokenization is a 

random, globally unique, alphanumeric value that replaces payment card data after bank 

authorization so the data stored in merchant systems has absolutely zero value outside of their 

environment.  

It works differently than encryption because each individual token is created when a transaction 

takes place, making it organically random with no mathematical pattern to be unlocked.  
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Tokens were designed to never maintain a one-to-one relationship with a card (although Shift4 

later built additional secure technologies that allowed for tokenized merchants to still track card 

usage for analytics).  

This ensures that tokens aren’t predictable and cannot be reversed or unencrypted. Also, 

because tokenization is alphanumeric, there are enough possible permutations that they will 

never be repeated within even the largest payment ecosystems (collisions, in industry parlance). 

Instead of being linked to a card as a constant, a token should only be linked to a particular card 

only for a single transaction in order to be truly secure.  

This varies from what you may have heard about tokenization in recent discussions that 

reference security features driven by mobile wallets and credit or debit cards, such as EMVCo 

tokenization.  

Although they are referred to as tokenization, these services aren’t truly tokenization at all. 

Instead, they are consumer-based token services that seek to protect the cardholder — not the 

merchant.  

This is a noble undertaking, but slightly misguided, since having a token that always references 

the same card number has, in essence, done nothing more than create a new card number that 

is just as useful to thieves as the original data; this is not what tokenization was designed to do. 

 

 

Defense Against the Data Breach 

When we created tokenization, the goal was to protect merchants from becoming victims of a 

data breach. Business needs require some merchants to store transactional information to allow 

for returns, refunds, etc.  

For example, before tokenization was introduced, hotels would typically store card numbers 

from the time an initial reservation was made until after the final checkout.  

This meant that hundreds — if not thousands — of card numbers were kept on file.  

However, by creating tokenization, Shift4 proved that sensitive, vulnerable card data doesn’t 

actually need to be stored, even in card-on-file environments. 

By using tokenization, merchants can continue their everyday business practices and simplify 

the customer experience without the looming fear of a data breach.  

They can also rest assured that all of their sensitive card data —  not to mention their brand — 

is safe from malicious cybercriminals. 
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Different Solutions, Greater Security 

Using the consumer-based token model that can be accepted by any retailer gives a token 

universal value — and therefore universal risk.  

If one of these consumer-tokenization providers released their full list of tokens tomorrow, you 

can bet there would be an instant increase of fraud among merchants that accept them.  

On the other hand, if a list of organically random, globally unique, alphanumeric tokens were 

released, hackers would still be no closer to stealing the original card numbers. 

 

PayPal, Samsung, Apple and others have been successfully assigning consumer-based tokens 

for years; the point here isn’t to tear them down.  

They do offer a certain level of protection to cardholders at the point of purchase and have — 

knock on wood — been relatively effective in preventing mass-scale breaches.  

The issue with these technologies is simply that they should not be called tokenization. They are 

much closer to an encryption or cryptographic hash method. 

 

However, these mobile technologies can work together with tokenization and point-to-point 

encryption to accomplish a greater level of security. Tokenization (according to the original 

definition) can — and does — tokenize the consumer tokens that are received from a mobile 

wallet or other payment instrument.  

This prevents the merchant from having to maintain a database full of sensitive cardholder data 

— even if that data in this case is an encrypted surrogate.  

As we saw with the Apple vs. FBI media storm, encryption is always vulnerable, which is why 

organically random tokenization values will always be more secure. 

 

 

About the Author 

J.D. Oder II serves as Shift4’s CTO and SVP of Research and Development. J.D. is a Certified 

Network Engineer with more than 15 years of experience. He leads Shift4’s systems operations 

and development efforts as well as the security and compliance teams. J.D. is the architect of 

the DOLLARS ON THE NET® payment gateway solution.  

He is credited with introducing tokenization to the industry in 2005 and was also an early 

adopter/member of the PCI Security Standards Council.  

 

 

http://www.shift4.com/
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The Proliferation of Informal Cybersecurity Guidelines  

An Oil and Gas Industry Case Study 
 

by David Navetta and Mia Havel, Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP 

 

In recognition of the ever-expanding risk of cyber-attacks across a diverse array of digitally-

integrated industries, more and more international standards organizations, state regulatory 

commissions, industry associations, and non-government organizations are stepping in 

alongside federal regulators to provide informal cybersecurity guidance and best practices to 

companies within their industries.   

Cybersecurity standards for the oil and gas industry are a great example of how formal and 

informal standards are proliferating and overlapping.   

Oilfield services companies and operators have historically put in place operational procedures 

to mitigate and respond to physical disasters, but companies and operators are increasingly 

concerned with how to best assess, manage, and prepare to respond to cybersecurity risks.   

While the proliferation of big-data analytics, digital technologies, and remote operations have led 

to dramatic advancements in optimization and efficiency in the industry, companies must 

grapple with the concurrent cybersecurity risks presented by these innovations.   

The oil and gas industry has received guidance from the federal government in the form of a 

Cybersecurity Framework and Capability Maturity Model from the Department of Energy.   

The industry also looks to various other sources for informal standards and guidance, including 

the following key sources: 

 NIST Cybersecurity Framework: The NIST Framework for Improving Critical 

Infrastructure (2014) is a voluntary framework that has become golden important and 

useful tool for developing a security programin the United States and beyond.   

 

Created in response to Executive Order 13636, the framework  provides guidance to 

operators of critical infrastructure and services in managing and improving cybersecurity 

risks, as part of the entire organization’s risk management process.  In particular, the 

NIST SP-800 series on Computer Security incorporates standards regarding 

Operational Technology (“OT”) cybersecurity and a Risk Management framework. 

 ISO/IEC Standards: Published by the International Organization for Standardization and 

the International Electrotechnical Commission and commonly used across Europe and 

Asia-Pacific, the ISO/IEC 27000-Series on Information Security Management Systems 

overlaps somewhat with the NIST SP-800 Series.   
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These ISO/IEC standards establish a framework of core standards for implementing 

information security management systems, and incorporate particular standards 

regarding OT cybersecurity.  In addition, ISO/IEC 21827 offers a set of practices that 

define cybersecurity and management practices to help organizations implement and 

mature their cybersecurity strategies.     

 ISA/IEC Standards: The IADC Guidelines refer extensively to the ISA/IEC 62443, 

created by the International Society for Automation and aligned with IEC Standards.  

ISA/IEC 62443 is a standards family specifically for industrial automation and control 

systems cybersecurity (though the standards are not drilling control systems-specific).   

 

The Guidelines focus in particular on ISA/IEC 62443-3-2, which provides a prescriptive 

approach to (1) identifying critical systems, (2) defining target security levels, and (3) 

assessing risks to identify gaps and allocate appropriate countermeasures. 

 

Recently, yet another oil and gas industry association – the International Association of Drilling 

Contractors (“IADC”) –  has issued additional cybersecurity guidelines for its members.  IADC’s 

Guidelines for Assessing and Managing Cybersecurity Risks to Drilling Assets address the 

cyber risks affecting the “digital oilfield” – including wireless offshore technologies and 

automated drilling assets and drilling control systems.   

Importantly, the IADC Guidelines present few original risk management standards and instead 

seek to harmonize various existing international cybersecurity frameworks with high-level, non-

regionalized standards.   

The Guidelines’ main focus is on risk management methods companies can use for assessing 

the cybersecurity risks of drilling assets, including identifying and quantifying the potential for 

loss associated with cyber threats and establishing the priorities for their mitigation response.   

The goal of the process is to help companies assess the need for risk mitigation measures for 

each type of risk – whether the measures are immediately required, or are necessary but not 

critical, or merely should be considered – and to implement the mitigation measures according 

to the need determination. 

The Guidelines are based on the three existing cybersecurity standards described above – the 

NIST Cybersecurity Framework, ISO/IEC Standards, and ISA/IEC Standards. 

 

Our take: 

There are many benefits to industry groups engaging in dialogues about cyber-security best 

practices and working to ensure that their members are supported in the challenge of tackling 

cyber-security risks.   
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However, there is a potential that their informal guidance, intended to represent suggested 

practices or options for mitigating risk, often in a vacuum, may eventually be cited to by 

regulators and plaintiffs as expected industry norms and the prevailing legal standard of care.   

We have already seen this happen in the medical industry, where the informal guidance issued 

by various medical associations is frequently espoused as the general standard of care in 

medical malpractice litigation.    

As such it is important to be aware of this guidance and take it into account when developing a 

security program, even if not legally binding on its face. 

Our view is that a proactive approach may be helpful for developing policies and procedures to 

address informal guidance, in order to mitigate security, regulatory and litigation risks.   

We strongly suggest that you consult with experienced security professionals and counsel who 

can help you navigate the web of formal and informal guidance when conducting risk 

assessments, establishing policies and procedures, and responding to cybersecurity incidents.   

Building a security program that seeks not only to substantively secure the organization, but 

also that can be defended from a legal perspective can help companies mitigate their security, 

legal and financial risks. 

 

About The Authors 

  David Navetta is a US co-chair of Norton Rose Fulbright's Data Protection, 

Privacy and Cybersecurity practice group. David focuses on technology, privacy, 

information security and intellectual property law.  

His work ranges from compliance and transactional work to breach notification, 

regulatory response and litigation. David has helped hundreds of companies across multiple 

industries prepare for and respond to data security breaches.  

 

  Mia Havel is an associate in Norton Rose Fulbright’s Data Protection, Privacy 

and Cybersecurity practice group.   

Mia regularly advises clients on best practices as well as compliance with state 

and federal privacy and cybersecurity regulations 
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Ransomware: The Great White Shark of Malware, and What You 

Need to do About it 
 

 ‘STOP! Are you really sure you want to load this attachment? Are you certain that this link is 

safe?’ 

A prompt from your computer may be the difference between a disastrous Ransomware 

infection and a regular day at the office.  

Right now, Ransomware is the Great White Shark of cyber-attacks, the most feared malware of 

all, and both corporate and home users are running scared.  

And rightly so - Anyone who has had experience with Ransomware, will attest to the agony and 

disruption.  

But instead of worrying about an attack, what action can be taken to safely venture back into the 

water and not necessarily “with a bigger Boat”?  

 

Who should be aware of the Ransomware threat?  

Home User: The home-user community for ransomware has been highly active for a few years 

now but has escalated in recent months. Being given just hours to either pay the ransom or lose 

permanent access to everything on your personal computer is a stark choice (often enough to 

precipitate agreement to the extortion). What value would you put on all your personal 

documents, photos, music, etc?  

Corporate User: The stakes are even higher for a corporation, where the absolute dependency 

on IT systems means ransomware could threaten the very life of the business itself.  

In the case of the LA Presbyterian Hospital, this threat to life was more literal, in that patient 

systems were under threat from Ransomware – the hospital paid the equivalent of $17,000 

dollars in BitCoin as the “quickest and most efficient way to restore our systems and 

administrative functions”; and just like that a dangerous precedent was set! More details later.  

 

How does Ransomware typically attack systems? 

Email – phishing, be it the mass, spear or now whale variety for corporate targets – is still the 

most common means of invoking a Ransomware attack. The home-user ‘market’ for the 

extortionists lends itself to mass-emailing, but this means that the malware can just as easily 

end up on Corporate Workstations. Significantly, now that there has been a very public 

precedent of a hospital paying a ransom, expect to see greater targeting of corporate targets.  
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The first thing we need to establish is the fact that Ransomware is no different than any other 

form of malware in terms of its delivery means – usually, but not exclusively, via email with 

either malware attachments or links to infected websites. The difference - and the scary part - is 

how it is used to extort money from victims.  

Once the malware has been invited onto a user’s computer it can then get to work, encrypting 

files before announcing its presence and declaring its ransom demand. The nature of its 

immediate demands and very tangible threat is precisely what makes it more feared than other 

malware. However, your line of defense and your approach to preventing Ransomware should 

be the same as it would be for any other Malware. Don’t be thrown by the sensationalism 

surrounding Ransomware – Pragmatism should always prevail.  

 

Corporate Ransomware Case Study  

LA Presbyterian Med Center Case Study: The fact that this was a relatively quick and easy 

‘Hack for Cash’ is driving this predicted trend. The LA Presbyterian Medical Center attack 

speaks to both the targeting of Healthcare as well as the increase in Ransomware.  

The assault on Hollywood Presbyterian occurred Feb. 5, when hackers using malware infected 

the institution’s computers, preventing hospital staff from being able to communicate from those 

devices, said Chief Executive Allen Stefanek.  

The hacker demanded 40 bitcoin, the equivalent of about $17,000, he said. 

“The malware locks systems by encrypting files and demanding ransom to obtain the decryption 

key. The quickest and most efficient way to restore our systems and administrative functions 

was to pay the ransom and obtain the decryption key,” Stefanek said. “In the best interest of 

restoring normal operations, we did this.”  

The hospital said it alerted authorities and was able to regain control of all its computer systems 

by Monday, with the assistance of technology experts. Phil Lieberman, a cybersecurity expert, 

said that, while ransomware attacks are common, targeting a medical institution is not.  

“I have never heard of this kind of attack trying to shut down a hospital. This puts lives at risk, 

and it is sickening to see such an act,” he said. “Health management systems are beginning to 

tighten their security.” http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-me-ln-hollywood-hospital-

bitcoin-20160217-story.html  

 

CryptoLocker - Best avoided!  

You don’t want to see this Classic Ransomware operation - after the malware is in place, a 

unique encryption key is generated for each computer infected and is used to encrypt data on 

the machine. If the ransom is not paid within the allotted time the files are lost forever.  

http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-me-ln-hollywood-hospital-bitcoin-20160217-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-me-ln-hollywood-hospital-bitcoin-20160217-story.html
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Make sure backups are up to date and isolated from the computer, otherwise they may be 

encrypted too.  

 

So- What should you be doing right now to prevent Ransomware?  

Over and above standard firewalling and anti-virus protection, there are additional defenses that 

should be in place to defend against phishing, given that this is the primary delivery mechanism 

used. Unfortunately, phishing is, by design, notoriously tough to prevent, due to its cunning and 

devious methods. The malware is invited in by the recipient, typically either by opening an 

attachment or by activating/ downloading a link, thereby largely subverting Corporate IT 

Security.  

The best approach is to therefore harden the user workstation environment, to prevent malware 

activity where possible and to at least place more obstacles in the way when not. As with any 

hardening program, a balance must be found between strong security and operational ease of 

use.  

The majority of exploitable vulnerabilities can be mitigated within the Workstation Operating 

System, and further protection can be provided using manufacturer extensions such as 

Microsoft’s EMET (Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit) and Windows Defender or 3rd Party 

AV.  

 

Secure the Desktop and the User  

But when it comes to users’ emails and their content, accurately protecting against the bad 

while allowing the good is beyond any technological solution. While blocking all email 

attachments and links would improve security, there aren’t many users that would sign up for 

this. A more graded approach to protecting the user is needed.  

And in fact this solution already exists for most browsers and the Microsoft Office Applications. 

Controlled by Group Policy, the desktop applications otherwise used to welcome in 

Ransomware can be fine-tuned to mitigate exploitable vulnerabilities while requiring elevated 

approval for other functions – this may slow the user down for certain tasks, but that additional 

pause for thought while the system prompts for approval elevation will ensure security hygiene 

is observed.  

For example, MS Outlook security policy options are available to control:  

 How administrator settings and user settings interact in Outlook 2013  

 Outlook COM add-ins 

 ActiveX and custom forms security 

 Programmatic Access settings  
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 Settings for Attachments, Cryptography, Digital signatures, Junk email, Information 

Rights Management and Protected view  

Similarly, fine grain security settings are available for Excel, Word, PowerPoint and Office, all 

serving to mitigate vulnerabilities within the application that could be exploited by an attacker, 

overall bolstering Ransomware defenses.  

Likewise for contemporary browsers like Chrome, Firefox and Internet Explorer, antiphishing 

controls should be enabled alongside other built-in security measures that are often disabled by 

default. 

 

Key Questions Regarding Desktop Application Hardening 

 Which settings need to be set and which are optional?  

 What are the implications in terms of user experience and application function if security 

settings are enabled?  

 How do you actually apply the necessary secure configuration, and how do you do it in 

bulk for your entire IT estate?  

 

Help is at Hand: 5 Steps to Mitigate the Ransomware Threat 

1. Hardening Homework: While organizations like The Center for Internet Security (CIS), 

NIST and the National Vulnerability Database provide system hardening guidance, you’ll 

still need to work out what is right for your users 

2. Leverage Automation: Most scanners and FIM solutions will provide fast, automated 

reports to establish where vulnerabilities exist, while the best options will also provide 

remediation advice, or better still, Group Policy or Puppet templates to automatically 

apply a hardened configuration to Workstations and their Applications. 

3. Change Control: You’ll also need to make sure that patching is up to date as a further 

means of closing of exploitable vulnerabilities, but think about getting more structured. 

Change control is a key security best practice when done right, makes a cyber attack 

much easier to detect and head-off before lasting damage is done 

4. Ransomware: If you can’t stop, make sure you can spot it. There still is no such thing as 

100% security, so while your emphasis will be on prevention, accept that detection of a 

breach is going to be a necessary contingency. This is where FIM and SIEM systems 

also enhance security, by analyzing system activity for signs of suspicious behavior. 

5. Rip it up and start again: And if you do fall victim to Ransomware, think how grateful you 

will be when you can simply scrap a Desktop, re-image it and recover all data, all in its 

useable, non-encrypted state. Goes without saying that backups are critical, but make 

sure the restore process works by testing regularly. 
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Fighting Fraud After the Data Breach Dust Settles 

By: Ryan Wilk, vice president of customer success, NuData Security 

 

As data breaches have become a part of modern life, seemingly as inevitable as death and 

taxes, interesting shifts in both the tactics and goals of fraudsters are emerging. Last year, cyber 

criminals were less interested in credit card data and more focused on obtaining the kind of 

personally identifiable information on file with government entities, healthcare companies and 

other such firms.  

Banking and ecommerce organizations are the primary targets of fraudulent attacks  using data 

stolen in these breaches. A 2015 study by Javelin Strategy & Research on the impact of data 

breaches on consumers found that account takeover and new account fraud will increase by 60 

percent in the next three years.  

That makes for an increase from the estimated $5 billion lost last year to $8 billion in 2018.  

As merchants and financial institutions become better at thwarting traditional fraud techniques, 

criminals are forced to adapt. They continue to innovate in their quest for ill-gotten gain. The 

onus is on the financial institutions and merchants to stay ahead. 

 

The Two Biggest Fraud Threats Today 

By accesses an existing user’s credentials (personally identifiable information), a fraudster can 

perform account takeover (ATO).  Using an existing consumer’s account allows a criminal to 

masquerade as a genuine customer to transfer funds, use the payment method on file to make 

a high-value purchase or simply mask fraudulent transactions.  

Accessing these accounts has become easy through one of three common practices: 

• Testing low-security passwords, like “Password123,” or words such as a child’s name, street 

name, birth dates or other data socially engineered from public profiles 

• Trying combinations of usernames and/or passwords obtained through data breaches  

• Using automated “brute force” attacks, which are systematic assaults (also referred to as 

“bots”) that use a script to continually “guess” a user’s password 

ATO is popular and will increase for two reasons. First, passwords can no longer be relied upon 

to keep a user’s account secure. Second, traditional fraud prevention systems that primarily use 

rules-based systems to analyze payment and personal identification information (PII) do not 

have the ability to determine if a user accessing an account is in fact the real user of that 

account.  
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Little imagination is required to understand the possible devastating effect of  

failing to prevent orders or bank transfers . While these systems are still relevant in terms of 

apprehending other forms of fraud and some instances of account takeover fraud, they can only 

examine payment and some device information, not the user’s behavior at the time of login. 

ATO is popular, but new account fraud is on the rise as well. According to a 2016 report by 

Javelin Strategy & Research titled “2016 Identity Fraud: Fraud Hits an Inflection Point,” there 

has been a 113 percent increase in incidence of new account fraud, which now accounts for 20 

percent of all fraud losses. In most cases, the information obtained is enough to apply for new 

financial accounts, many times without the victims being aware for months. 

New account fraud and ATO are being automated for greater efficiency. Hackers write scripts 

that can be run by bots en masse to attack systems using that data. Scripted attacks can be 

tricky to detect, as the perpetrators have studied the account creation and login pages of their 

target company to ensure that each field is completed correctly and appears legitimate.  

Standalone fraud prevention systems are merely looking at the information provided in the order 

or application, not the behavior displayed when logging in to or creating an account. 

In an ironic twist, businesses can go so overboard with security that they lose more money by 

their own efforts that by fraud. Here’s how: if companies apply excess caution when reviewing 

orders, they sometimes mistake good orders for bad.  

When this occurs, the merchant is not only losing the immediate sale, but also in most cases the 

lifetime value of that customer. Javelin Strategy & Research evaluated this issue in a sponsored 

study entitled “Overcoming False Positives.”  

Roughly 33 million—or 15 percent of all—cardholders had a transaction denied because of 

suspected fraud in the past year. That’s resulted in a nearly $118 billion loss. In contrast, actual 

ecommerce fraud in the U.S. only reached $9 billion. Merchants need a better way to save 

these legitimate sales while still preventing the potential dollar loss due to sophisticated fraud 

tactics. 

 

New Fraud Methods Require New Detection Methods 

This overreaction is costing businesses, yet ATO and new account fraud are growing at a rate 

of 60 percent over three years – what can be done? It is time that financial institutions and 

online companies consider new detection methods.  

With many traditional fraud prevention tools, only the data entered into a shopping cart or 

account creation form is analyzed. Some will look at device or connection, which can be 

spoofable.  
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With the data available from recent data breaches, all these details can match perfectly with the 

genuine consumer yet still be fraudulent and/or spoofed. Additionally, once the order and 

application form is completed, it initiates fraud decision-related resources via payment 

authorizations and fraud and/or credit reviews. 

The use of observable behavioral biometrics enables companies to continually evaluate users 

accessing an account or application from the moment they begin interacting with an online 

property. The amount of time it takes to log in, place an item in a cart or get to the application 

page is all captured. Device information such as whether a mobile, PC or tablet is being used, 

along with device identification information, browser language, screen size, location and 

whether the IP or geo-location has been faked are all compared to an existing user profile. The 

way a user interacts with a website is also analyzed, including the way a person types, how they 

hold their mobile phone, etc.  By absorbing all of these characteristics and aggregating the data, 

behavioral biometrics create a unique profile for each user.  

The way to spot a counterfeit is to become an expert at recognizing the real thing.  

By passively identifying the good users, the anomalous or bad users become obvious in 

comparison. This enables the program to easily highlight when a different person or bot is 

attempting account takeover and also allows businesses to prevent bots and systems from 

running scripts to access or create new accounts. The uniqueness of the data gathered and the 

aggregation and application of all collected data creates a full 360-degree view of each user. 

 

Fighting Fraud with Data 

In a world of ill-gotten data, merchants and financial institutions must be more vigilant about 

fraud than ever before – but not so strict that they create false positives and lose customers. 

This can be a difficult line to walk, but they now have new tools to combat sophisticated 

fraudsters – tools that can’t be outsmarted. Observable behavioral biometrics combined with 

device data can ensure good users and stop bad ones throughout the entire customer lifecycle. 

 

About the Author 

Ryan Wilk, vice president of customer success, NuData Security 
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Five Best Practices To Protect Your Competitive Advantage in 

Online Businesses 

By Srilekha Veena Sankaran, Content Marketer, ShieldSquare 

 

A website’s content is what reflects the thought leadership and brand value of the business. So, 

protecting the site’s proprietary content, such as property listing, user reviews, product 

catalogue, financial news, etc., from malicious bot traffic and content scrapers is of utmost 

importance to an online business owner.  

 

It’s a known fact that content scraping is rampant in this industry, and online businesses should 

make it a point to pull the plug on bad bots hitting their websites.  

 

When scrapers scrape your site content, your competitive advantage is negatively impacted.  

 

Having a legally binding terms of service (ToS), or a restrictive robots.txt will hardly help protect 

your content from scraping and malicious attacks. This is because bots are not designed to 

abide by the rules, but only to scrape content.  

 

So, how do we stop bad bots from biting into your content? You may consider these five ways to 

secure your Web content: 

 

 

1) Use CAPTCHAs When Necessary. CAPTCHAs are specifically designed to 

differentiate human beings from bots. That said, CAPTCHAs should be used whenever a 

sensitive information is to be disclosed.  

 

A word of caution: though Captchas are highly useful, they should be used sparingly. 

Too many CAPTCHAs will hamper genuine user experience, and may not be the optimal 

solution to stop bots. 

 

2) Blocking Individual IP Addresses. You can block an IP address if you are receiving 

thousands of requests from a single machine.  

 

This is a lot of time-consuming manual work, especially when scrapers use multiple 

machines to send multiple requests, so that only a specific number of requests come 

from an IP. 

 

3) Update Your Website’s HTML Periodically. Some scrapers might rely on your 

website’s HTML markup pattern, so updating it on a regular basis will confuse them.  
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Keep in mind that it also requires huge manual effort from your web designing team, 

which is unnecessary. 

 

4) Use Online Alerting Tools. You can use online tools like Google Alerts, and 

Copyscape to check for passages from your website.  

 

However, the use of these tools is a lot of manual effort, and one should ensure this is 

done periodically. 

 

5) Use a Bot-Prevention Solution. Anti-bot tools that run on robust algorithms will identify 

malicious bots on the basis of several parameters such as bot patterns, signatures, 

cookies, etc., and will prevent them from stealing your content.  

 

 

Scrapers may program their bots to imitate human behavior. It’s of paramount importance for 

any online business owner to stop these bots from scraping proprietary web content, thus 

retaining their competitive advantage in the market place. 

 

As the threat landscape of malicious bots increases, so does the demand for a reliable, scalable 

and intelligent bot prevention solution.  

 

Online business owners need in depth insights into the Web traffic that helps them deploy 

flexible solutions to stop bad bots without affecting genuine user traffic. 

 

 

About The Author 

 

Srilekha Sankaran is a software developer turned content marketer who 

currently works for ShieldSquare.   
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at large. Srilekha can be reached online at Twitter, LinkedIn, Medium and 
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Five Ways to Optimize Threat Intelligence 

Steven Rogers advises companies on ways for security teams to optimize 

protection with relevant threat intelligence 

By Steven Rogers, CEO, Centripetal Networks 

 

Threat intelligence feeds – like firewalls and virus protection – have become part of the core 

tools, a necessity, for most security teams. However, constant alarms and alerts make it difficult 

to find time for anything else. On one hand, hiring a full team of security professionals to sort 

through all of the alerts, may not be financially possible for many companies. On the other hand, 

there is real concern that a threat could be missed that would severely cripple the company. 

Additionally, a false positive may lead to an unnecessary system shutdown, which would result 

in a major loss of productivity and profit. 

For those charged with the job of sorting through the alarms, there are several steps that can 

immediately reduce the amount of alerts, allowing the ability to optimize the data based on 

relevant threat intelligence. 

Five of these steps are: 

1.     Country Blocking. The OFAC (Office of Foreign Assets Control) list is the first place I 

recommend looking at. You can add to the list from ITAR (The International Traffic in Arms 

Regulations) and add any other countries unfriendly to your country's Law Enforcement. If your 

company does not have any locations, employees or customers located in specific regions of 

the world, you can block them from the network with little to no business risk. Reducing the 

geographic area will immediately reduce the scope of alerts your security team needs to comb 

through. However it is important to keep employees informed on which countries are blocked. 

Specific decisions, changes to the blocked countries, will need to be made if someone is going 

to work from or communicate with one of those locations. 

2.     Block specific malicious domain-based IOCs (indicators of compromise). Domains 

are reused and resurface periodically, therefore, keep the blocked list updated and activated. 

Keep a close eye out for domains that look similar to your company domain – a simple spelling 

mistake, for example, inverting a number or two, can take your network down an unseemly path. 

3.     Block high-fidelity URL based IOCs (indicators of compromise). A malicious URL 

string (eg,http://www.example.com/path/badfile.exe) is high-fidelity, it points to a specific 

resource that is known to be malicious. When users access these URLs, either through spear-

phishing or browsing compromised sites, security tools produce intelligence matches that could 

be avoided by blocking access in the first place. Blocking these indicator types provides an 

immediate increase in security. 

http://www.centripetalnetworks.com/
http://www.example.com/path/badfile.exe)
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4.     End-user education is a key line of defense. Employee education and training needs to 

be ongoing, hackers are always looking for new ways to attack but will also rely on tried and 

true attack methods. Employees need be kept up to date on how to spot a malicious email, be 

able to decipher when not to open an attachment, and understand that erring on the side of 

caution is good. Scammers are becoming more complex with their attacks, creating elaborate 

and frighteningly on-point digital profiles for targeted attacks, many of which are successful. 

Employees need to be equipped with the proper education to combat these new attacks and 

report suspicious activity. 

5.     “You can’t be too Careful” Employee need to know the importance of every threat and 

trust the members of the security team. If someone thinks they might have downloaded a 

malicious document, they should immediately reach out to the security team. Even if they are 

incorrect and the email is not suspicious, employees need to be in the habit of quickly alerting 

the security team. Employees should know there’s no embarrassment in a false positive, but the 

effects of a breach can hurt them along with the company.  

Hackers are always finding new ways to infiltrate networks, the more time dedicated to new and 

notable threats, the better off your organization will be. And with just these five steps, your 

organization will be able to optimize analyst’s time immediately. For analysts, without the need 

to examine a surplus of avoidable alerts, they will be able to focus their efforts on the threats at 

hand.  

 

About The Author 

Steven Rogers, is the Founder and CEO of Centripetal Networks.  
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The case study: How to rob a bank from the outside? 

 
Many investigations would come directly at the crime scene after the bank’s robbery – trying to 

figure out what happened as well as collect some evidence and findings. The crime scene in 

such a case would be a bank’s office where the incident occurred. On the other hand, these 

modern times would bring us new threats and challenges and in many cases – the offenders 

would not need to come to a bank to take the money; they would just organize that robbery 

through their computers. In other words, the crime scene to such an offence would be 

someone’s computer with the internet connection. Through this scenario, we would like to 

present a case study of the heavy case including hackers, logistic support and team for a 

money collection as well as 

explain how such a scenario 

could get handled in a practice.  

 

The cyberspace as a perfect 

crime scene 

 

There is no more need for 

spectacularly organized armed 

robberies that would put many 

people at risk to their lives and 

security. The modern criminals 

use sophisticated methods of 

committing a crime – normally 

relying on cyber technologies 

as the way of safe stealing the 

money. So often, not even 

criminals are ready to take that 

risk and get shot by security 

officers or Police Force 

members at the crime scene.  

 

In other words, many guys got 

an idea how to take the big 

money, but they are not 

interested to put their or 

anyone else’s lives on a risk. 

For those reasons – many 

organized crime enterprises 

would use the hackers to break 

into a bank’s system and 

collect the money through 
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skillfully coordinated banking transactions.  

 

These guys would commonly use some of the phishing techniques to get an access to a bank’s 

asset and gather the funds so easily – carefully planning the next steps with their operation. The 

phishing campaign would simply offer to them to collect data about someone’s IP address and 

such an information may get enough to make several steps further as well as do a breach to 

that IT infrastructure.     

 

How such an organized crime enterprise works 

 

The organized crime networks would operate as well-coordinated enterprises employing the 

wide spectrum of specialized criminals. Some of those folks work as cyber criminals, some as a 

logistic support and some as a team to money collection and its transportation. Right here, we 

would talk about the heavy scenario of bank’s robbery from the outside.  

 

The crucially important thing that should get mentioned here could be these criminals would as 

anyone else – take advantages over new technologies. As it’s well known, it’s not that hard at all 

to smash that network – once you get the information about the trace they left in a cyberspace. 

On the other hand, how could you get such a detail if the goal of those folks would be to commit 

a perfect crime?  

 

Through the coming part of this article, we would pay more attention to a step such a syndicate 

should take within a robbery as well as the ways they would apply to trick the authorities and 

avoid the arrest. As everyone would know – the aim of criminals is to commit a crime and avoid 

any sort of punishment.    

 

The steps within a robbery – how to trick the authorities 

 

The intelligent criminals would usually plan every move and carefully gather the findings before 

they decide to get into an action as well as commit the crime. They would so often do some 

tracking – trying to prepare that action. For instance, the hacker’s team would attempt to find the 

ways how to make a breach into a banking system and organize a transaction to their bank’s 

account – commonly being with another bank. 

Also, some members of that criminal enterprise would open up one or more bank’s accounts 

within different banks – trying to prepare everything for the successfully realized operation. The 

guys opening these bank’s accounts would usually use the fake documents – being bought on a 

black market. If the entire action is about the illegal bank’s transaction – it would be so easy to 

discover that trace and suspend that group.  

 

On the other hand, the experience would suggest that such an organized crime enterprise may 

try to trick the authorities – transferring the funds from one bank’s account to another and lately 

collecting the cash trying to confuse the investigation and escape from the Police. The entire 
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operation could get organized within 24 hours offering enough time to offender to obtain 

everything. After collecting the money from one bank the offenders could put those funds to 

another bank – avoiding to leave a trace within a cyberspace through e-transactions.      

 

The ways of making this case resolvable to  the Police 

 

Reading the previous segment 

of this article, someone would 

believe that such a case got 

heavily resolvable to the 

authorities. The fact is – the 

criminals working on this action 

would think they would commit a 

perfect crime. Their idea would 

be to physically collect the 

money from one bank and put it 

into another – making the Police 

Department lose the track of 

their next move. The easy way 

to prevent such a scenario could 

be to issue a recommendation to bank’s officers dealing with the cash to kindly report about any 

of those attempts. Once the Police get an opportunity to deal with all of these reports and obtain 

the information about the time when an incident occurred – it could be so non-difficult to do a 

linkage using video surveillance systems as well as cell phone tracking techniques – 

consequently breaking into such a network of contacts and continuing the case with more 

confidence.  

 

The fact is that the criminals could change their cell phone SIM cards after the successfully 

obtained operation, but anyhow the investigation would get enough findings to begin the case 

and keep digging for more information and evidence. For, instance the findings obtained 

through a forensic analysis of cyber equipment, video records, cell phone route tracking and 

listings could offer a sufficient finding in a practice that could lead to an arrest.    
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Securing Obligations: Contracting for Cloud 

by Charlotte A.Tschider, Affiliated/Adjunct Professor, Mitchell Hamline School of Law; 

Owner/Principal, Cybersimple Security, LLC 

 

Global organizations have a complicated relationship with cloud computing. With shrinking 

budgets and big data investment opportunities, organizations will likely invest in cloud solutions. 

Alternatively, some sectors with large potential cost savings and highly available or global 

location needs, often have the most sensitive data, necessitating greater prudence in 

implementing cloud services. A 2016 McAfee study highlighted this dualistic problem: Global 

organizations expect to spend 80% of their budgets on cloud computing services within the next 

16 months, while a mere 13% of respondents completely trust public cloud providers with 

sensitive data.  

Further exacerbating cloud trust issues, threat vectors involving vendor service providers 

continue to be prevalent. Third party cloud technologies, in particular, introduce a number of 

risks including: high data volume (for use in big data/operations) and associated impact in data 

breaches, increased use of cloud computing for sensitive data without commensurate security 

controls (health data and financial data), lack of direct control over activities of subcontractors 

(greater threat of malicious insiders). 

A third party management capability offers an opportunity for organizations to manage cloud 

computing risks through a repeatable process and integration with organizational governance 

processes for risk decisioning. Standard contractual language is a critical control for third party 

management, yet organizations exhibit significantly different levels of maturity in implementing 

standard contract language with cloud providers and other third parties. Similar to contract 

language reviewed by sales, human resources, or technology departments, information security 

professionals are uniquely qualified to identify security requirements and negotiate security 

terms in collaboration with legal teams as appropriate.  

Memorializing cybersecurity and privacy requirements in a service agreement benefits business 

because:  

 Active negotiation can reveal non-compliance with specific requirements and facilitate 

effective risk decisioning. 

 Clear contractual terms establish explicit expectations for performance, minimizing 

confusion as to expectations during contract performance.  

 A signed agreement between parties for service provided offers financial recovery if a 

cloud provider fails to honor its obligations.  

Prioritization  

Effective third party prioritization or “tiering” is critical for organizations to manage the workload 

associated with contract negotiation. Organizations may consider a two-tier approach to 

cybersecurity and privacy requirements – a full set of requirements for higher risk third party 

http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-blue-skies-ahead.pdf
http://media.scmagazine.com/documents/229/ponemon-report-final_(1)_57220.pdf
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cloud providers, and a subset of requirements for comparatively lower risk third party cloud 

providers. Each organization will need to determine what “high” risk third party cloud providers 

mean within the type and size of the organization.  

Some appropriate factors in determining a cloud provider’s tier are as follows: 

 Data classification: Higher data classifications indicate an organization’s perceived risk 

and merit more complete security controls. 

 Regulated/unregulated data: Highly regulated data will require more due diligence 

from a third party and your organization. 

 Industry requirement compliance: If data is covered under Payment Card Industry 

requirements (PCI-DSS) or other requirements, substantial financial penalties could 

result from non-compliance.  

 Record volume: Larger data sets may be more attractive to a particular threat source. 

 Location of cloud services: Location may present reliability concerns or impact 

privacy/data localization compliance. 

 Control deviation rating: When assessing potential third party cloud providers during 

an RFI or RFP process, a rating of potential compliance to internal organizational 

security controls may predict future compliance.  

 Industry certifications: Industry certifications applying to the scope of services 

provided often illustrate security maturity (or lack thereof), and reputable cloud providers 

often have one more of the following: ISO-27001 certification, PCI-DSS attestation of 

compliance (AOC), or SSAE16 assessments. 

Security Addendum Language 

Using standard language for cloud service agreements enables an organization to effectively 

manage and track deviations from standard security and privacy practices.   

Security Controls 

Because cloud providers often are responsible for services, infrastructure, or support affecting 

an organization’s data, security control language clarifies specific expectations to third party 

cloud providers.   

Identity and access management: Identity and access security gaps pose the most risk to 

organizations using cloud services. Terms should establish expectations for access 

provisioning, change of roles, and termination; least user access; unique identity per user; 

and multi-factor authentication for administrative access (such as 2FA). Cloud Access 

Security Brokers (CASB) plans should be included in your statement of work. 

Encryption: Large data volumes and sensitive data hosted at cloud providers require 

specific terms for encrypting data in transmission over a public connection and at rest 

(including server storage, cache, and other often overlooked storage mechanisms). 

Appropriate protocols specified (or not specified) should be dependent on an individual 

organization’s policies, standards, procedures, and configuration baselines. While many 

http://www.crowdresearchpartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Cloud-Security-Report-2016.pdf
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cloud providers will need to provide encryption services just to do business, organizations 

would do well to negotiate this requirement sooner rather than later. 

NACs, IDS/IPS, DMZ/Firewall: Cloud providers should monitor and manage access to their 

respective networks and have a network architecture employing best practices for DMZ and 

firewall implementation. When possible, organizations should verify through interviews (if a 

network diagram cannot be shared) that expected network security controls are in place. 

Vulnerability management, patch management, and penetration testing: A cloud 

provider’s organizational resources, not just those included in cloud services, must be 

continuously scanned for vulnerabilities, and vulnerabilities patched, according to the 

manufacturer’s guidelines or a standardized remediation timeframe. Penetration testing 

should be conducted on the cloud service infrastructure regularly, optimally quarterly or after 

substantial changes. In-scope applications should be code-scanned, vulnerability scanned, 

penetration tested, and evaluated for the OWASP Top 10 prior to any major release. Where 

possible, cloud providers should timely provide vulnerability scans and penetration test 

reports, at least in summary form. 

Incident response capability: Cloud providers should ensure that an incident response 

team and operations center is in place to monitor real-time events and timely review and 

investigate potential incidents. Teams should exercise the incident response plan regularly. 

Security Governance 

Organizations should also include requirements to ensure appropriate internal management, 

external information sharing, and availability for assessment activities: 

 Creation and maintenance of security policies, standards, and procedures with at least 

annual updates and annual training of employees. 

 Background checks of employees and sub-contractors applicable to local laws and 

custom. 

 Commitment to fill out periodic vendor assessments and availability for onsite 

assessment. 

 Commitment to comply with business audit requests yearly, or following a data breach  

 Report sharing including a PCI Attestation of Compliance (most recent version) if 

applicable to your organization’s data, ISO 27001 Certification (most recent), and 

SSAE16 SOC 1, 2, or 3 reports (an SSAE16 SOC 2, Type II is standard for most 

reputable cloud providers). 

 Compliance with laws or industry standards (non-privacy), such as PCI-DSS. 

 

Data Breach Terms 

The most important terms to include in your agreement are data breach liability terms. These 

terms specify responsibilities for costs in the event of a data breach. If not included, some 

http://enterprise-encryption.vormetric.com/rs/480-LWA-970/images/Vormetric_2016_Data_Threat_Report_Global_WEB.pdf
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/management-standards/iso27001.htm
http://www.ssae-16.com/soc-2/
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terms, such as providing credit monitoring or distributing breach notices to consumers, can cost 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to millions for a single breach. 

Government disclosure: Information involved in a breach may include consumer or patient 

personal information, proprietary organizational information, or information potentially 

damaging to an organization’s reputation. A term requiring notice to an organization prior to 

governmental disclosure (in order to obtain a protective order) protects an organization’s 

confidentiality interests.  

Disclosure of pending investigations/lawsuits: Cloud providers facing investigations by 

government authorities (due to the sufficiency of security controls or privacy activities) 

should notify your organization in case such investigations affect your service, or confidence 

in the cloud provider honoring your agreement.  

Breach notification: While some organizations require notification for incidents, the large 

number of false positives and low impact incidents often provides little useful data. However, 

cloud providers should provide details on “reasonably suspected or confirmed data 

breaches as soon as reasonably possible and without undue delay.” Some organizations 

may prefer to explicitly call out notification timeframes, but often during a data breach, third 

parties like cloud providers cannot provide enough information to make, for example, a 24-

hour notification requirement valuable. 

Remediation costs/Liability: Organizations should require, whenever possible, (for) cloud 

providers to bear costs of a data breach, including remediation costs and data breach 

notification communication/credit monitoring. Additionally, organizations should consider 

whether liability capped at a specific value would adequately cover a data breach.  

Insurance: Cloud providers should have cyberliability insurance, and limits are negotiable. 

While limits are important for covering a data breach, the main concern with insurance limits 

is that an organization could become insolvent if it does not have enough insurance to cover 

a data breach. Your organization may prefer to set higher coverage expectations for smaller 

or start-up cloud providers depending on the sensitivity and volume of data involved. 

Privacy 

Organizations storing personal information of consumers, patients, or employees should 

consider including privacy terms in a cloud services agreement, especially if personal 

information covers non-US citizens (such as EU residents, Canada residents, or others). 

Personal information includes a wide variety of data types, including IP address or a person’s 

image in some locations, so it is critical to work with a qualified privacy professional to 

determine which, if any, privacy laws apply to your cloud implementation. 

From a privacy perspective, an organization should consider the following when personal 

information is transmitted or stored: 
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 Compliance with specific laws: If your organization is governed by specific privacy 

laws, especially when governmental agencies evaluate the activities of third parties, you 

may choose to require compliance with these laws, such as applicable EU privacy laws. 

 Location limitations: Cloud providers may implement an infrastructure that transfers 

your organization’s data to additional locations or subcontractors. If your cloud provider 

transfers personal information for a country requiring localization (such as Russia) to 

another location, your organization may face legal challenges. Additionally, if your cloud 

provider transfers personal information for a country requiring sufficient security controls 

(such as members of the European Union) to a country that has not met a sufficiency 

determination, your organization may also face legal challenges. It is critical to 

understand the location of personal data and specifying data center location within the 

agreement. 

 Additional addendums: Some laws will require additional details in the agreement. For 

example, some international laws may require the use of specific addendums, such as 

the EU’s requirement for model contractual clauses when a third party does not meet 

sufficiency requirements. Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA), organizations providing services that involve the storage or transmission of 

protected health information (PHI) should execute a Business Associate Agreement 

(BAA) with cloud providers receiving PHI. Organizations should work closely with legal 

counsel to determine when such addendums apply.  

Conclusion 

Organizations should strongly consider developing standard language when working with any 

third party, especially cloud service providers. With growing cloud service adoption and 

increased awareness to the financial repercussions of poor security, every organization has an 

opportunity to effectively manage third party risk, at least in part, through strong contractual 

terms.  
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Over 1 Billion Android Devices Vulnerable to Accessibility 

Clickjacking 

Exploit allows hackers to monitor all user activity, remotely wipe or encrypt 

device 

by Yair Amit, CTO and Co-founder, Skycure 

 

A Devastating Vulnerability 

Recently discovered by Skycure Research Labs, the 

Accessibility Clickjacking vulnerability can be 

exploited fairly easily with deceptive malware that 

gives virtually unlimited visibility and control of the 

victim’s device, without alerting the victim to the 

intrusion.  The implications of such an attack within 

an organization could be extraordinary.   

Exploits that take advantage of Accessibility Clickjacking can completely evade detection by 

malware scanners that rely on signatures or traditional static and dynamic analysis approaches 

because the malware uses legitimate functionalities of the operating system – the secret sauce 

is in the context of using them together to get unexpected results.   

Yet the hacker gains access and control to all textual activity on the device and can grant 

themselves administrator rights in order to encrypt the device, change the passcode, and 

threaten to wipe the device or sell the data to extract ransom. 

Accessibility Clickjacking exploits two otherwise benign features of the Android operating 

system.  The first, Accessibility Services, were created to provide user interface enhancements 

to help visually impaired users interact with their device.  Understandably, these services have 

access to all textual information, including messages, mail and documents. Additionally, to help 

the user control the device, Accessibility Services can interact with and control virtually any 

aspect of the device on behalf of the user, including granting administrative control.   

This level of control is highly desirable by malicious hackers, but convincing a user to grant it is 

usually very difficult.  I hypothesized that a strategy called Clickjacking, where a user is tricked 

into clicking on something other than what appears on-screen, could be used by hackers to 

overcome this obstacle. 

By using a second benign feature of Android – the ability to draw over apps – a hacker can 

create deceptive malware, such as a fun game, which encourages the victim to tap in certain 

locations on the screen while passing those taps through to the Settings screens. This activates 

the evil accessibility service for the malware.  Once that is accomplished, the malware has full 
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visibility and access to the device, and may even be remotely controlled by the hacker, while the 

victim or their employer are not aware. 

 

Android Adds Protection 

When this vulnerability was first discovered, it was believed that the operating systems 

vulnerable to Accessibility Clickjacking extended only through KitKat (4.4.x).  With the 

introduction of Lollipop (5.x), Android developers recognized this vulnerability and added extra 

protection to the OK button that would activate any new Accessibility Service.   

Although touches can be passed through a graphical overlay in general, this is not allowed for 

this final OK button, which now requires a direct tap on the exposed button.  With this strategy, 

the user would be sure to recognize the implications of that action. 

Shortly after the initial discovery I found myself in a hotel room thinking about this exploit, sure 

that there must be something I was missing, when it hit me.  The door to my hotel room blocked 

my view of the hallway, yet a peephole allowed me a very small window to see through to the 

outside.   

Applying this thinking to the Lollipop protection, I imagined an OK button that was mostly 

covered, but with a small hole in the graphical overlay that allowed a direct tap without the user 

seeing what was really happening.  With this strategy, Lollipop was also vulnerable to 

Accessibility Clickjacking, bringing the total number of vulnerable devices up to 1.34 billion. 

Here is a screenshot demonstrating Accessibility Clickjacking: 
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Android developers have taken a stronger defensive position with the Marshmallow (6.x) 

operating system by requiring users to manually enable the ability to draw over other apps.   

So, while there may still be some creative way to trick a user into doing this, I am not aware of it 

and Marshmallow remains safe from this exploit for today. 

 

The Impact of Accessibility Clickjacking 

Accessibility Clickjacking can allow malicious applications to access all text-based sensitive 

information on an infected Android device, as well as take automated actions via other apps or 

the operating system, without the victim’s consent.   

This includes all personal and work emails, SMS messages, data from messaging apps, 

sensitive data on business applications such as CRM software, marketing automation software 

and more.  Even sandboxed apps and secure email apps are susceptible to Accessibility 

Clickjacking because everything the user has access to is exposed.   

Once an “evil” Accessibility Service has been enabled on the device, hackers can even change 

admin permissions. Not only that, the hacker can take actions without having the victim click on 

anything or be aware of it happening. For example, the malware can enable the hacker to 

create a new Device Admin.  

This can have extreme implications including allowing the hacker to encrypt the device’s 

storage, change or disable its passcode or even wipe the device remotely.  This makes 

Accessibility Clickjacking a very effective ransomware tool. 

 

Remediation 

Enterprises identify security as the number one issue preventing the adoption of mobile devices. 

Traditional solutions like MDM and EMM, while great for mobile management, simply are not 

designed to provide the visibility necessary to identify and protect from most malware, network-

based attacks or vulnerability exploits launched by malicious hackers.   

Organizations looking to defend their mobile ecosystems from such threats should follow advice 

from the major EMM vendors, which all recommend adding a Mobile Threat Defense solution 

that is specifically designed for this purpose.  

The SANS Institute identifies four essential threat vectors to protect against – physical, network, 

malware, app/OS vulnerabilities – and recommends that solutions should have deep analysis 

capabilities that leverage crowd-sourced intelligence. 

Additionally, users can adopt behaviors that decrease the risk of exposure to malware.  

Following is a list of user behavior recommendations to better protect end users from mobile 

threats: 
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1. Update your device’s operating system to the latest version as soon as an update 

becomes available. 

2. Do not click on any dialog boxes that pop up on your phone unless you are sure about 

the action that caused them to appear and the results are desirable. 

3. Do not install applications from third-party app stores if you have a choice.  Sometimes it 

is not an option, but there is an Android setting to block third-party app installation. 

a. Open the “Settings” app. 

b. Navigate to “Security” settings. 

c. Uncheck “Unknown sources”. 

4. Check for apps that utilize accessibility permissions on your device and turn this option 

off if you don’t recall turning it on or if you do not require that functionality. 

a. Open the “Settings” app. 

b. Navigate to “Accessibility” settings 

c. Make sure there is either no group named “Services” or the group has no 

enabled entries. 

5. Download a mobile threat defense app to protect your device for any existing and future 

malicious applications. 

a. Look for a solution that persistently detects threats across all mobile attack 

vectors, including malware, and takes proactive steps to protect your device. 

b. Note that Accessibility Clickjacking exploits are currently only detectable by 

Skycure. 
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Preparing for job success in Cyber Security 

By Owen Jobling, CEO BeecherMadden 

 

BeecherMadden is a specialist recruitment business with expertise in placing specialist talent 

across Corporate Governance and Niche Technology. We work with global clients to identify 

talent from entry level graduates with relevant degrees, through to executives.   

At BeecherMadden we take great pride in supporting graduate talent.  The following covers the 

basics we suggest that any graduate searching for employment should follow.   

Before you take your next career step, be sure you know where you're heading. Map out your 

career and personal goals, and make sure the two compliment, rather than conflict with each 

other.  In these challenging times ensure you look at opportunities based on the position, 

complete opportunity and total financial package rather than just aiming for the best base salary.   

 

Where do you start?  

 Speak to industry professionals   

 Specific agencies (meet with them face-to-face and find out what positions are available) 

 Get advice from colleagues, who are working in an environment which you desire, and 

find out what key factors they think led to them getting that job  

 Check Internet job boards for positions (Continuity Central’s job listings are a good 

starting point)  

 Discreetly submit your CV to job boards that accept them 

 Contact industry relevant institutes or bodies  

 Go to events and join forums  

 Most importantly be proactive in your approach! 

 

CV / Resume construction 

It is essential to provide prospective employers and recruiters with a clean CV to ensure you get 

past the first hurdle!   

The basics:  

1. Contact information  

2. Summary statement  

3. Professional experience - The body of the position description has two parts:  

a) Description of your responsibilities; and b) Your accomplishments   

4. Education and professional training  

5. Technical skills or specialist products used  

6. Other (languages, institutes etc.)  
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7. References (x2 professional) 

 

Do you really know your CV/Resume?   

You would be surprised how many applicants do not know their own CV/Resume when asked a 

question under interview conditions.      

 

Try to keep the document down to 2-3 pages, keep it up-to date and do not overdo the 

information.  Would you really want to read an applicant’s 10-page CV?     

 

Most important keep the CV truthful.   

 

Email BeecherMadden for a CV template connie.richardson@beechermadden.com     

 

Aside from your CV you should ensure your social media activity is professional and personal 

profiles are sensible. These days it is very easy to access freely available personal information 

and pictures.   

Setup accounts with LinkedIn and other professional networking sites. This is a great way to 

self-promote what you do and network with other professionals. 

 

 

Interviewing 

 

Interviews are the make or break of the job search; again preparation is essential. This is just as 

important for when you meet with a recruitment business. Ensure you treat the recruitment 

meeting as you would if you met with a prospective employer.   

 

If you are working with a recruitment business, then as a tester, request the types of questions 

you should expect to be asked and run your answer by them.    

 

Have a check list prepared before the interview:  

 

1. Location  

2. Time and date  

3. Interviewers  

4. Job spec  

5. Your CV/Resume  

6. Full company name  

7. Background information and agency contact details 

 

Arrive 5 minutes early and ensure you are wearing the appropriate attire as this supports your 

image as a person who takes the interview process seriously. Always check if you are unsure 

about the office dress code (new media and advertising companies typically do not wear formal 

suits).   

 

mailto:connie.richardson@beechermadden.com
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Before you walk into any interview, you should know as much about the company, the position 

and the interviewer(s) as you possibly can. If you found the position through an agency, they 

should be able to provide you with the necessary information needed.  If not, search the web or 

go to the library. In today’s world of easily accessible information there’s no excuse for lack of 

research and preparation!    

 

If you feel that the interview went well and you would like to take the next step, express your 

interest to the interviewer and turn the tables a bit.     

 

 

Expect all sorts of questions 

 

There are many interview questions that can be posed and various methods now used: panel, 

psychometric testing, core skills testing, competency-based questioning, case studies, 

presentations, written tests and more… 

 

Aside from technical, and core position activity related questions, you should expect some of the 

basics:  

 

 How can you relate your experience(s) to the job on offer?  

 What do you know about our products/services?   

 What have you contributed to your current employer or project?   

 What has been your biggest professional disappointment?  

 What are your career objectives?  

 In what kind of work environment are you most comfortable?  

 What qualities should a successful applicant possess? 

 

Be honest and start thinking about using examples, relating what experience you have and what 

you can offer to the position.   

Be prepared to be quizzed on your salary expectations and current earnings.    

 

Equally, have key questions prepared to ask the interviewer. If the job seems perfect and you 

are lost for questions to ask, have a couple up your sleeve based on your career and personal 

goals which you mapped out prior to the interview.   

 

It works both ways. Draw back to your original career and personal goals and use this as the 

basis for structuring your questions! 

 

Pitfalls  

Lying, slating your previous boss, being too confident or nervous, making a weak first 

impression, not preparing!    
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Follow up  

When you get out of the interview and are in a position to jot some notes down, immediately 

write down key issues uncovered in the interview. Think of the qualifications the employer is 

looking for and match your strengths to them. Call the recruiter or your contact ASAP! Follow-up 

is now critical.   A ‘thank you’ letter or e-mail should be written no later than 24 hours after the 

interview.   

 

Offer negotiation  

Finally, after a job search, you have one employer's offer and possibly are waiting to hear from 

others. After interviewing you should now have a good idea whether this is the company, 

environment and position for you. If not, go back to the recruiter or arrange another meeting with 

the client and air all the questions and concerns you have.   

 

Do:   

 

 Set your expectations clearly from the outset  

 Research what salary you should expect  

 Demonstrate your strengths and achievements and their value in the market  

 Discuss the salary if the offer is inadequate (can you obtain other allowances; travel, car, 

bonuses, more holiday)  

 Look at the long term gain 

 

Don’t:  

 

 Discuss the salary until the employer does  

 Price yourself out of the job  

 Play off one offer against another  

 Focus on base salary alone (what does the full package offer? 

 

 

Owen Jobling  

owen.jobling@beechermadden.com  

www.beechermadden.conm  
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Understanding the 5 Common Motives for Today’s DDoS Cyber 

Attacks can help Companies in UAE Prevent them! 

 
By Chris Gale, EMEA Partner Director at A10 Networks 

 
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks continue to be one of the most prevalent methods 

hackers use to disrupt businesses. Involving the use of multiple systems (personal computers, 

smartphones, etc.), DDoS attacks overload an organization's network by generating web traffic 

that can't be accommodated by the system's capacity limits. 

 

Unlike with other forms of cyber attacks, DDoS attackers run the gamut in terms of their 

technical prowess. With DDoS services available for purchase online, even the least tech-savvy 

teenager with a credit card is capable of taking down company web assets for hours and even 

days. 

 

Due to the diversity amongst those carrying out DDoS attacks, ranging from high-school kids to 

state-sponsored hackers, the purpose behind separate incidents can vary significantly.  

 

For example, while an experienced cyber criminal may use a DDoS attack for diversionary 

purposes, a disgruntled employee may carry out an attack just for the sake of causing chaos.  

 

Chris Gale, EMEA Partner Director at A10 Networks at A10 Networks has mapped out some of 

the most common motives for these attacks and describes the tell-tale signs that will help 

companies in UAE combat these cyber attacks: 

 

 

Hit-and-Run 

The least sophisticated form of DDoS is the hit-and-run attack. These come in a wide variety, 

targeting gaming services, consumer websites and various other high-visibility targets.  

 

These attacks aren't typically very strategic and are commonly executed by hackers causing 

chaos for attention or young cyber criminals testing their chops. 

 

Considering these attacks are typically the least organized, and pulled off by the least technical 

individuals, they are the easiest to prevent. Unskilled troublemakers typically will use a paid 

service to pull off the attacks, making it costly to sustain long-term.  

 

By optimizing your network configuration, and utilizing technology with robust load balancing 

capabilities, the risks posed by these attacks are greatly minimized.   
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This category of attacks serves as a grab-all for incidents that don't fit into the more defined 

versions of a DDoS attack. As they are often poorly organized attacks on random companies, it 

is difficult to pin down specific warning signs.  

 

If you are a high-profile company that would make for good headlines, you can assume you've 

been the target of this sort of incident. 

 

 

Political 

Government and state-run websites have been a common target for protestors and activists 

looking to make a statement via cyber means. Most commonly associated with the likes of 

Anonymous and other hacker collectives, these attacks are a slightly more advanced/targeted 

version of the hit-and-run.  

 

There is no true end-game in terms of tangible payoff — these attacks tend to be symbolic in 

nature. 

 

By taking down government web assets, attackers cause headaches for officials looking to both 

save face and bring critical services back online. While there is little payoff for the hacktivists, 

the damage caused to operations and reputation is very real. 

 

 

Fiscal 

The ease of pulling off a rudimentary DDoS attack means that the hackers aren't always the 

usual suspects. For example, a recent survey from Kaspersky Labs found that 48 percent of 

companies who had experienced a DDoS attack believed their competition was responsible.  

 

While these statistics may be slightly inflated due to human paranoia, at least some of the 

attacks being reported fall into the category of B2B cyber crime. 

 

Along with causing productivity declines that reduce the efficiency of a key competitor, 

companies perpetrating these attacks also aim to damage the target's reputation. While there 

are no direct monetary gains for the perpetrator, the indirect benefit of not having yourself 

associated with a cyber attack is enough to draw customers away from the competition. 

 

 

Smokescreen 

Hackers have increasingly turned to DDoS attacks as a means of diverting IT's attention away 

from separate, and often times more damaging, behaviour.  

 

When an attacker damages or completely brings down a company's network, the process for 

complete remediation can take days. Coupled with the fact that DDoS attacks are highly visible, 

both externally and internally, returning to business as usual becomes priority one for 

responders. 
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With the IT team's attention focused elsewhere, it is easy for otherwise alarming behaviour to 

slip through the cracks. False-positives are already a common headache for those monitoring 

network activity, and during a time of crisis, it becomes much easier to neglect best practices 

and allow for incidents such as malware injection or data theft to occur.   

 

You typically don't realize a DDoS attack is being used as a smokescreen for a larger security 

incident until it's too late. The best defense comes from ensuring that all normal cybersecurity 

processes are continued in the wake of an attack and never assuming the worst is over. 

 

 

Ransom 

The last form of attack has the most obvious pay off for hackers: cold hard cash (or at least cold 

hard cryptocurrency). For companies involved in e-commerce, stock trading, customer service 

and basically any form of business requiring access to a website or portal, extended network 

downtime is not an option. 

 

Depending on the resources of attackers, sophisticated DDoS attacks on improperly secured 

networks can be extended for days, costing companies thousands and even millions of dollars 

in lost business. Attackers know this and prey on businesses looking to cut their losses and pay 

their way out of the situation. The good news is these attacks are easy to categorize since they 

come in conjunction with a communication demanding a ransom. The bad news is the price tag 

(usually requested in Bitcoin) is at the complete discretion of the attacks, and as more 

companies pay up, the demands are only bound to increase. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

Chris Gale, EMEA Partner Director at A10 Networks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About A10 Networks 

A10 Networks (NYSE: ATEN) is a leader in application networking and security, providing a 

range of high-performance application networking solutions that help organizations ensure that 

their data center applications and networks remain highly available, accelerated and secure. 
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5 Essential Privacy Apps for your Mobile  

How to Secure Your Mobile Device in 2016 

by Jordan Fried, CEO & Founder, Buffered 

 

 

 

Let’s face it, the advent of smartphones and tablets has brought about the slow decline of the 

home computer and the laptop. People want to be able to use the internet, and the myriad of 

online services we now all depend on, while they are on the go, not sat at a desk in their house.  

And nowadays we can do everything from banking, shopping, our work, to playing games and 

watching movies, on a pocket-sized device we can carry with us everywhere. Yet for some 

reason, many of us are far less aware of the security and privacy risks we are running by 

logging on via our smartphones, than we are logging on from our laptop or PC. 
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Online privacy is becoming more and more difficult to achieve as state bodies and online 

criminals are using ever more sophisticated methods to monitor our activity, and even the apps 

and programs we use every day, such as Facebook, seek to harvest our information to prop up 

their advertising revenues. 

We are just as vulnerable to this intrusion on our mobiles as we are on our computers, and it is 

vital that we all take steps to secure our privacy, whether we use an iPhone, Android phone, or 

one of the many others out there. Fortunately, there are plenty of apps out there to help you 

achieve this. So without further ado, here is a rundown of the 5 essential privacy apps for your 

mobile. 

 

1. An Anti-virus app – Recommended: 360 Security  

Everyone has an anti-virus program on their computers, but they are still not ubiquitous on our 

smartphones. But they should be, as regardless of which operating system you are on, your 

smartphone is still vulnerable to viruses.  

There are a number of good options on the market, including apps by some of the big names in 

online anti-virus software such as AVG, McAfee Security, and Norton Mobile Security. But my 

recommendation would have to be 360 Security. 

360 security claims to have more than 200 million users globally. They offer real-time protection 

against viruses, Trojans, and malware, privacy functions to help you protect private messages 

and contact lists, and a filter service for both calls and SMSs.  

As well as these essential features they also offer a ‘Boost’ feature which helps to manage your 

phones memory to ensure it running optimally. It’s cleaning function also helps you to fully 

remove unwanted apps too, making this the complete anti-virus app for Android and iOS 

devices. 

 

2. A Mobile Security App - Recommended: 

Lookout Mobile Security 

https://www.lookout.com/uk/ 

In addition to an anti-virus app, it is also 

advisable to download a mobile security app.  

 

Again there are plenty out there, but the pick of the bunch at the moment is without doubt 

Lookout Mobile Security.   

 

http://www.360securityapps.com/en-us
http://www.360securityapps.com/en-us
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Lookout offers an all-in-one security app which can help you to locate your mobile device if you 

should lose it, via a number of innovative techniques.  

You can use your computer to sound an alarm on your mobile to help you locate it. You can 

also display a lost message on the screen with your contact details, and call the device over the 

web from any web browser. 

Lookout will also backup all your contacts automatically, allowing you to access them on your 

computer and if needs be transfer them to another device. If you choose to pay from the 

premium version, they offer the same service for your photos as well as a thief alert, which will 

tell you if there is any unusual activity on your device.  

 

3. An App-Locker – Recommended – App Lock 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.domobile.applock&hl=en_GB 

An App-Locker is a bit of kit which allows you to lock any of the apps on your phone to help 

guarantee your privacy, prevent unauthorized access, and also save on your precious data 

allowance, especially if the kids get hold of your phone! 

The best app-locker around at the moment is App Lock, although it is currently only available for 

Android devices. App Lock lets you all your apps including contacts, incoming calls, and SMS. It 

can hide your photos away from any prying eyes that might browse your gallery, and it can even 

freeze the settings in case someone tries to make changes to your device.  

An app-locker is an essential tool to combat malicious or just nosy people from accessing your 

private data and memories on your phone. 

 

4. A VPN – Recommended: Buffered 

https://buffered.com/ 

A VPN is a tool which channels all of your online activity down an encrypted pathway and via an 

external server. It renders all your online 

activity anonymous, meaning that neither the 

sites you visit or any unscrupulous third-

parties who might be watching your activity, 

can see anything you are doing online.   

They work on both browser and app contact 

with the internet and are a vital tool for 

securing your privacy when going online. 

They also offer security when using the 

notoriously insecure public Wi-Fi 
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networks.Whilst there are some free VPNs out there, they will usually require you to make 

compromises with either your connectivity speeds, the encryption strength, or both. It is 

therefore advisable to part with just a few dollars a month for a vastly superior paid-for service.  

There are plenty of VPN providers out there who offer apps for mobile devices, but my 

recommendation at the moment is Buffered VPN. They are a relatively new player on the 

market, but offer both security and speeds to match the big names, and are also very 

competitively priced, and promise to improve still further in the months and years ahead. 

 

5. A Password Manager – Recommended - KeyPassX 

https://www.keepassx.org/ 

Passwords are a far from perfect way of protecting your data online, but while fingerprint 

technology is beginning to emerge, they remain all but ubiquitous on our online apps.  

As long as they remain the standard security feature for programs, it is advisable to use a 

Password Manager. This bit of software will help you to select a secure password, and because 

this is likely to be something you would struggle to remember, they also keep the passwords 

securely for you, and enable you to automatically enter them. 

There has been a bit of bad press for some of the biggest names in the Password Manager 

space of late, notably for LastPass. However my pick of the Password managers is KeypassX. 

Keypass is an open source password manager for your computer or laptop, which is not the 

most user-friendly bit of software, but does the job superbly, and is also free.  

Being open source has allowed others to create apps for various other platforms and devices, 

and KeyPassX has become one of the standout Password Managers for mobile devices, 

helping you to protect user names, passwords, URLs, attachments and comments in one single 

database. 

It is another essential app, and combining these five apps should make your mobile device 

every bit as secure as your laptop and allow you to use services like online banking with 

confidence. 

About The Author 

Jordan Friend is the CEO & Founder of Buffered VPN. Jordan can be 

reached online at jordan@buffered.com, on Twitter @JordanFried and 

through www.buffered.com. 

 

 

 

http://fried.com/vpn/best-vpn-services/
http://www.buffered.com/
http://www.buffered.com/
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Teaching cybersecurity: Methods, approaches and techniques  

 
By Milica Djekic 

 
The vitally important thing in creating a cyber defense workforce could be to teach people that 

branch of science and technology. So commonly, the courses, trainings and seminars must be 

skillfully prepared and planned in order to make a workforce being capable to obtain the majority 

of predicted tasks. This process may get quite challenging and not everyone could be a teacher 

in this field. This area requires people with motivational approach and inspiring attitude that 

would lead their students through their lessons, workshops or exercises.   

 

How to prepare your training session 

 

The cyber defense is an always changing field and if you want to get an expert in that area – 

you need to learn and improve your skills, knowledge and expertise constantly and 

continuously. It’s more like a technological branch and as we know technology changes very 

fast and it’s necessary to follow new trends on a regular basis. The similar case is if you work in 

a cybersecurity education and training sector – you need to get updated and improved 

constantly.  

 

For instance, making a cyber defense learning session is more like developing a good strategy. 

What you need to do is to collect data from your students and analyze them in order to identify 

which level of knowledge they already have. People may feel bothered if you talk to them 

something they already know and they would express their dissatisfaction with your effort. So, 

what you need to know is to adapt to their needs and requirements.  

 

Also, it’s not a rare case that some company may seek your service and what you would do in 

such a case is a research that would support you in identifying their needs and the current level 

of skillfulness. In other words, the good preparation of learning sessions would require lots of 

research effort as well as active thinking how to satisfy the needs of your students. Finally, 

people dealing with the education and training area would always need a bit of strategic 

approach to their task for the reason they should teach their students a cyber defense which is 

definitely a strategic field.       

 

Let’s deal in an interactive manner 

 

We are sure that everyone got aware that the majority of cybersecurity trainings would get 

conducted in the classrooms using many workstations and a skillful lecturer that would try to 

explain those lessons. The point is to deal in an interactive way and motivate your audience 

experience the field in the best possible manner. For such a purpose, you need someone with 

the inspiring attitude as well as the good listener’s skills.  
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As it’s important to guide your audience through its learning sessions – it may get vitally 

important to know how to listen to them and recognize what they want for a real. Sometimes 

people may get difficulties to explain what would cause a concern to them and your task would 

be to listen carefully and get how to handle such a situation. You did a great job if your audience 

got fully engaged into the classes and if no one would hesitate to ask as many questions as he 

can.   

 

Some tips how to do a good knowledge transfer 

 

The knowledge transfer always got a concern to many experts. Simply, people would know how 

to do their tasks at an amazing level, but they would not know how to transfer those skills, 

expertise and experience to the other folks. For such a reason, you need an education and 

training department as a link between the real professionals who would obtain many tasks every 

single day and the future professionals who would need to learn in order to gain the skills.  

 

We would rather see that education and training sector as a bridge between the current and 

future professionals in the field. So, it’s not that difficult to conclude that the good teacher would 

need to interview not only his students – but rather the experienced professionals using their 

knowledge and expertise to create a good course. Finally, it’s so important to education and 

training staffs to get a great communicators being capable to explain so complex topics in so 

simple terms making them understandable to everyone.    

 

The finalizing talk 

 

At the end, we would conclude that teaching is mostly about understanding. To get a good 

education and training staff – you need to follow the trends and do your best to understand 

many needs such as – your student’s ones, marketplace’s requirements as well as professional 

advices being suggested from an experience. In any case, the area of cyber defense would look 

for so inspiring and motivating individuals who would assure through their efforts new 

generations of cyber professionals.   

 

     

About The Author 

Since Milica Djekic graduated at the Department of Control Engineering at 

University of Belgrade, Serbia, she’s been an engineer with a passion for 

cryptography, cyber security, and wireless systems. Milica is a researcher 

from Subotica, Serbia. She also serves as a Reviewer at the Journal of 

Computer Sciences and Applications and. She writes for American and 

Asia-Pacific security magazines. She is a volunteer with the American 

corner of Subotica as well as a lecturer with the local engineering society.  
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Securing Today’s Mobile-First Society 

By Heather Lee, Show Director & Conventions AVP 

 

If you looked at the people around you, most of them probably have their heads down looking at 

their mobile devices. So it is no surprise that Americans’ data usage in 2015 more than doubled 

over the previous year. 

CTIA’s annual survey found that Americans used 9.6 trillion megabytes of mobile data in 2015–

the equivalent of streaming nearly 60,000 videos every minute. Who is securing this data? What 

happens if cyberthieves hack in? How do you handle a data breach? 

Current 4G cellular systems provide a high level of security for users and operators. But with the 

rapid adoption rate of new mobile and connected technology, organizations are challenged with 

securing new technology as quickly as it’s released and widely adopted.  

Maintaining security and trust are key as the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G emerge, especially 

with the vast amount of data and personal information associated with these technologies. 

With Americans’ mobile-first lives at home and work, it’s critical companies make mobile 

security a top priority. The company who is best at securing their customers’ data and has the 

least breaches is the one who will outlast their competitors.   

To keep up with the latest security strategies for IoT, 5G and everything wireless, CTIA Super 

Mobility 2016 provides you with an opportunity to engage with thousands of wireless industry 

professionals to strategize the latest challenges in cybersecurity and share vital information on 

new technologies, issues and practices. Gemalto, General Dynamics Information Technology, 

ORBCOMM and SyncDog are a few of the CTIA Super Mobility exhibiting companies ready to 

get you on the fast track to achieving cybersecurity.  

CTIA’s Mobile Intelligence Conference is an open-dialogue program comprised of educational 

sessions on a wide array of topics, including crucial technical intelligence, best business 

practices and the key issues in cybersecurity for the next generation of wireless technology. 

The Everything Enterprise: 5G Use Cases track features the session “Cybersecurity: 

Understanding the Ecosystem.”  

As the prevalence of cyberthreats has grown and become increasingly sophisticated, the 

session will discuss 

 Why and how carriers, manufacturers, application developers, stores and platform 

providers can work together to protect an open ecosystem.   

 

 Best practices in monitoring and sharing information about cyberthreats and 

effective counter measures.  

http://www.ctia.org/your-wireless-life/how-wireless-works/annual-wireless-industry-survey
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/info/index.cfm/mobile-intelligence-conference
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/info/index.cfm/mobile-intelligence-conference
http://www.portal.ctiasupermobility.com/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=218&SessionDateID=5
http://www.portal.ctiasupermobility.com/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=218&SessionDateID=5
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As part of the Everything Connected: Smart City + Smart Consumer track, the “Securing the 

Foundation of a 5G World: Establishing a Framework for Cybersecurity that Enables IoT” will 

open discussion on: 

 The prevalence of cyberattacks on U.S. businesses and their communications networks 

as part of today’s digital economy 

 

 The 2014 White House National Cybersecurity Framework, a new model for government 

and industry partnership to tackle cybersecurity  

 

 Cybersecurity challenges in the mobile space and the new industry model for 

collaboration to prevent and recover from cyberattacks 

 

The CTIA Mobile Intelligence Conference track Everything Policy: How Washington Shapes 

Mobile will explore how government actions in areas like cybersecurity and privacy are shaping 

the evolution of the mobile broadband sector in the U.S.  

The session “A New Paradigm for Cybersecurity: Partnership v Regulation” will:  

 Offer additional information on the 2014 White House National Cybersecurity Framework 

developed by NIST in collaboration with industry 

 

 Review the changes the Framework has driven since 2014 toward creating a flexible 

industry-government partnership to address cyberthreats to critical infrastructure and its 

ability to unite key players to respond to an ever-changing threat environment 

 

 Government cybersecurity executives will sit down for an in depth discussion about the 

issues surrounding mobile cybersecurity under the NIST Framework 

 

CTIA Super Mobility 2016 in Las Vegas, September 7-9 is key to understanding cybersecurity 

challenges and how you can stay ahead of your competitors by better protecting your 

customers’ mobile data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/info/index.cfm/mobile-intelligence-conference
http://www.portal.ctiasupermobility.com/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=200&SessionDateID=5
http://www.portal.ctiasupermobility.com/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=200&SessionDateID=5
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/info/index.cfm/mobile-intelligence-conference
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/info/index.cfm/mobile-intelligence-conference
http://www.portal.ctiasupermobility.com/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=213&SessionDateID=5
http://www.ctiasupermobility2016.com/
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NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance 

Free Online Course Replay at www.snoopwall.com/free  
 

"NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance" is a 60-minute recorded online instructor-led 

course for beginners who will learn how easily we are all being spied upon - not just by the NSA 

but by cyber criminals, malicious insiders and even online predators who watch our children; 

then you will learn the basics in the art of Counterveillance and how you can use new tools and 

techniques to defend against this next generation threat of data theft and data leakage. 

The course has been developed for IT and IT security professionals including Network 

Administrators, Data Security Analysts, System and Network Security Administrators, Network 

Security Engineers and Security Professionals. 

After you take the class, you'll have newfound knowledge and understanding of: 

1.  How you are being Spied upon. 

2.  Why Counterveillance is so important. 

3.  What You can do to protect private information. 

 

Course Overview: 

How long has the NSA been spying on you? 

What tools and techniques have they been using? 

Who else has been spying on you? 

What tools and techniques they have been using? 

What is Counterveillance? 

Why is Counterveillance the most important missing piece of your security posture? 

How hard is Counterveillance? 

What are the best tools and techniques for Counterveillance? 

 

Your Enrollment includes : 

1. A certificate for one free personal usage copy of the Preview Release of SnoopWall for 

Android 

2. A worksheet listing the best open and commercial tools for Counterveillance 

3. Email access to the industry leading Counterveillance expert, Gary S. Miliefsky, our educator. 

4. A certificate of achievement for passing the Concise-Courses Counterveillance 101 course. 

 

Visit this course online, sponsored by Concise-Courses.com and SnoopWall.com at 

http://www.snoopwall.com/free  
 

 

http://www.snoopwall.com/free
http://www.snoopwall.com/free
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Top Twenty INFOSEC Open Sources 

Our Editor Picks His Favorite Open Sources You Can Put to Work Today  
 

There are so many projects at sourceforge it’s hard to keep up with them.  However, that’s not 
where we are going to find our growing list of the top twenty infosec open sources.  Some of 
them have been around for a long time and continue to evolve, others are fairly new.  These are 
the Editor favorites that you can use at work and some at home to increase your security 
posture, reduce your risk and harden your systems. While there are many great free tools out 
there, these are open sources which means they comply with a GPL license of some sort that 
you should read and feel comfortable with before deploying.  For example, typically, if you 
improve the code in any of these open sources, you are required to share your tweaks with the 
entire community – nothing proprietary here.   

Here they are: 

1. TrueCrypt.org – The Best Open Encryption Suite Available (Version 6 & earlier) 

2. OpenSSL.org – The Industry Standard for Web Encryption 

3. OpenVAS.org – The Most Advance Open Source Vulnerability Scanner 

4. NMAP.org – The World’s Most Powerful Network Fingerprint Engine 

5. WireShark.org – The World’s Foremost Network Protocol Analyser 

6. Metasploit.org – The Best Suite for Penetration Testing and Exploitation 

7. OpenCA.org – The Leading Open Source Certificate and PKI Management -  

8. Stunnel.org – The First Open Source SSL VPN Tunneling Project 

9. NetFilter.org – The First Open Source Firewall Based Upon IPTables 

10. ClamAV – The Industry Standard Open Source Antivirus Scanner 

11. PFSense.org – The Very Powerful Open Source Firewall and Router 

12. OSSIM – Open Source Security Information Event Management (SIEM) 

13. OpenSwan.org – The Open Source IPSEC VPN for Linux  

14. DansGuardian.org – The Award Winning Open Source Content Filter 

15. OSSTMM.org – Open Source Security Test Methodology 

16. CVE.MITRE.org – The World’s Most Open Vulnerability Definitions 

17. OVAL.MITRE.org – The World’s Standard for Host-based Vulnerabilities 

18. WiKiD Community Edition – The Best Open Two Factor Authentication 

19. Suricata – Next Generation Open Source IDS/IPS Technology 

20. CryptoCat – The Open Source Encrypted Instant Messaging Platform 

Please do enjoy and share your comments with us – if you know of others you think should 
make our list of the Top Twenty Open Sources for Information Security, do let us know at 
marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com.  

(Source: CDM) 

 

 

http://www.truecrypt.org/
http://www.openssl.org/
http://www.openvas.org/
http://www.nmap.org/
http://www.wireshark.org/
http://www.metasploit.org/
http://www.openca.org/
http://www.netfilter.org/
http://www.clamav.net/lang/en/
http://www.pfsense.org/
http://communities.alienvault.com/
http://dansguardian.org/
http://www.isecom.org/research/osstmm.html
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://oval.mitre.org/
http://www.wikidsystems.com/community-version
http://www.openinfosecfoundation.org/index.php/download-suricata
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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National Information Security Group Offers FREE Techtips 

Have a tough INFOSEC Question – Ask for an answer and ‘YE Shall Receive 

Here’s a wonderful non-profit 

organization. You can join for free, 

start your own local chapter and so 

much more.  

The best service of NAISG are 

their free Techtips. It works like 

this, you join the Techtips mailing 

list.  

Then of course you’ll start to see a stream of emails with 

questions and ideas about any area of INFOSEC. Let’s say 

you just bought an application layer firewall and can’t figure 

out a best-practices model for ‘firewall log storage’, you 

could ask thousands of INFOSEC experts in a single email 

by posting your question to the Techtips newsgroup.  

Next thing you know, a discussion ensues and you’ll have 

more than one great answer. It’s the NAISG.org’s best kept 

secret. 

So use it by going here:  

http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp  

SOURCES: CDM and NAISG.ORG 

SIDENOTE:  Don’t forget to tell your friends to 

register for Cyber Defense Magazine at: 

http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com  

where they (like you) will be entered into a monthly drawing 

for the Award winning Lavasoft Ad-Aware Pro, Emsisoft Anti-malware and 

our new favorite system ‘cleaner’ from East-Tec called Eraser 2013. 

http://www.naisg.org/
http://www.east-tec.com/
http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp
http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
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Job Opportunities 

 
Send us your list and we’ll post it in the magazine for free, subject to editorial approval 
and layout.  Email us at marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com  

 

Free Monthly Cyber Warnings Via Email 

Enjoy our monthly electronic editions of our Magazines for FREE. 

This magazine is by and for ethical information security professionals with a twist on innovative 

consumer products and privacy issues on top of best practices for IT security and Regulatory 

Compliance.  Our mission is to share cutting edge knowledge, real world stories and 

independent lab reviews on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology 

industry.  Our monthly Cyber Warnings e-Magazines will also keep you up to speed on what’s 

happening in the cyber crime and cyber 

warfare arena plus we’ll inform you as next 

generation and innovative technology 

vendors have news worthy of sharing with 

you – so enjoy.   

You get all of this for FREE, always, for our 

electronic editions.  

Click here to signup today and within 

moments, you’ll receive your first email from 

us with an archive of our newsletters along 

with this month’s newsletter. 

By signing up, you’ll always be in the loop 

with CDM. 

mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/magazine/subscriptions/
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Cyber Warnings E-Magazine April 2016 

Sample Sponsors: 

  

To learn more about us, visit us online at http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/     

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-market/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
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Don’t Miss Out on a Great Advertising Opportunity. 

Join the INFOSEC INNOVATORS MARKETPLACE: 

First-come-first-serve pre-paid placement 

One Year Commitment starting at only $199 

Five Year Commitment starting at only $499 

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace 

 

Now Includes: 

Your Graphic or Logo 

Page-over Popup with More Information 

Hyperlink to your website 

BEST HIGH TRAFFIC OPPORTUNITY FOR INFOSEC INNOVATORS 

 

 
 

Email: marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com for more information. 

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-market/
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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Cyber Warnings Newsflash for June 

2016 

Highlights of CYBER CRIME and CYBER 

WARFARE Global News Clippings 
 

Here is a summary of this month’s cyber security news. 

Get ready to read on and click the links below the titles to 

read the full stories.  So find those of interest to you and 

read on through your favorite web browser… 

 

 

 

Android Malware Godless Is Scary, But There’s More To It 

http://www.morningnewsusa.com/android-malware-godless-scary-theres-2385699.html 

 

Hospitals targeted using camouflaged old malware 

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450299148/Hospitals-targeted-using-camouflaged-old-

malware 

 

Facebook ‘Comment Tagging Malware’ Spreading via Google Chrome 

https://www.hackread.com/facebook-comment-tagging-malware-google-chrome/ 

 

PH 7th most vulnerable to mobile malware attacks—security firm 

http://technology.inquirer.net/48877/ph-7th-most-vulnerable-country-to-mobile-malware-attacks-

security-firm 

 

 

http://www.morningnewsusa.com/android-malware-godless-scary-theres-2385699.html
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450299148/Hospitals-targeted-using-camouflaged-old-malware
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450299148/Hospitals-targeted-using-camouflaged-old-malware
http://technology.inquirer.net/48877/ph-7th-most-vulnerable-country-to-mobile-malware-attacks-security-firm
http://technology.inquirer.net/48877/ph-7th-most-vulnerable-country-to-mobile-malware-attacks-security-firm
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‘WhatsApp Gold’ is a malware trap – stay away! 

https://www.sapromo.com/whatsapp-gold-is-a-malware-trap-stay-away/11341 

 

Researchers Make Malware That Steals Data by Spinning Your Computer's Fans 

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/researchers-make-malware-that-steals-data-by-spinning-your-

computers-fans 

 

Malware Top 10: Conficker Grabs Top Spot, Tinba Takes Second 

https://securityintelligence.com/news/malware-top-10-conficker-grabs-top-spot-tinba-takes-

second/ 

 

'PunkyPOS' Malware Dissected 

http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/punkypos-malware-dissected/d/d-

id/1326044 

 

New malware targets Office 365 users 

http://www.itproportal.com/2016/06/25/new-malware-targets-office-365-users/ 

 

Large Botnet Comes Back To Life -- With More Malware 

http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/large-botnet-comes-back-to-life----with-more-

malware/d/d-id/1326040 

 

Conficker tops ranking of most common malware family 

http://www.scmagazine.com/conficker-tops-ranking-of-most-common-malware-

family/article/504963/ 

 

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/researchers-make-malware-that-steals-data-by-spinning-your-computers-fans
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/researchers-make-malware-that-steals-data-by-spinning-your-computers-fans
http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/punkypos-malware-dissected/d/d-id/1326044
http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/punkypos-malware-dissected/d/d-id/1326044
http://www.itproportal.com/2016/06/25/new-malware-targets-office-365-users/
http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/large-botnet-comes-back-to-life----with-more-malware/d/d-id/1326040
http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/large-botnet-comes-back-to-life----with-more-malware/d/d-id/1326040
http://www.scmagazine.com/conficker-tops-ranking-of-most-common-malware-family/article/504963/
http://www.scmagazine.com/conficker-tops-ranking-of-most-common-malware-family/article/504963/
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German-speaking users targeted in new malware campaign 

http://www.scmagazine.com/german-speaking-users-targeted-in-new-malware-

campaign/article/505369/ 

 

New Report Finds Insider Corporate Data Theft and Malware Infections among Biggest Threat 

to Digital Business in 2016 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160627005437/en/Report-Finds-Insider-Corporate-

Data-Theft-Malware 

 

Dial M for malware: 'Pawost' trojan hijacks Android phones to make unauthorized calls 

http://www.scmagazine.com/dial-m-for-malware-pawost-trojan-hijacks-android-phones-to-make-

unauthorized-calls/article/504667/ 

 

Updated coin mining malware spotted using an iFrame as the infection vector 

http://www.scmagazine.com/updated-coin-mining-malware-spotted-using-an-iframe-as-the-

infection-vector/article/504670/ 

 

McAfee Labs: Increased Malware Threatens App Security 

http://www.hstoday.us/briefings/industry-news/single-article/mcafee-labs-increased-malware-

threatens-app-security/ff1a81f640841720cad24dbf5096aa30.html 

 

New Android Malware Makes Anonymous Calls and Sends Texts 

https://www.hackread.com/android-malware-anonymous-calls-texts/ 

 

FireEye Caught Sneaky Malware Targeting Siemens Industrial Systems 

http://fortune.com/2016/06/03/fireeye-siemens-irongate-malware/ 

 

http://www.scmagazine.com/german-speaking-users-targeted-in-new-malware-campaign/article/505369/
http://www.scmagazine.com/german-speaking-users-targeted-in-new-malware-campaign/article/505369/
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160627005437/en/Report-Finds-Insider-Corporate-Data-Theft-Malware
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160627005437/en/Report-Finds-Insider-Corporate-Data-Theft-Malware
http://www.scmagazine.com/dial-m-for-malware-pawost-trojan-hijacks-android-phones-to-make-unauthorized-calls/article/504667/
http://www.scmagazine.com/dial-m-for-malware-pawost-trojan-hijacks-android-phones-to-make-unauthorized-calls/article/504667/
http://www.scmagazine.com/updated-coin-mining-malware-spotted-using-an-iframe-as-the-infection-vector/article/504670/
http://www.scmagazine.com/updated-coin-mining-malware-spotted-using-an-iframe-as-the-infection-vector/article/504670/
http://www.hstoday.us/briefings/industry-news/single-article/mcafee-labs-increased-malware-threatens-app-security/ff1a81f640841720cad24dbf5096aa30.html
http://www.hstoday.us/briefings/industry-news/single-article/mcafee-labs-increased-malware-threatens-app-security/ff1a81f640841720cad24dbf5096aa30.html
http://fortune.com/2016/06/03/fireeye-siemens-irongate-malware/
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Malware Attackers Find Easy Prey the Free Livestreaming Services 

http://www.spamfighter.com/News-20337-Malware-Attackers-Find-Easy-Prey-the-Free-

Livestreaming-Services.htm 

 

10 Linux malware threats 2016 - bots, backdoors, Trojans and malicious apps 

http://www.mis-asia.com/tech/security/10-linux-malware-threats-2016---bots-backdoors-trojans-

and-malicious-apps/ 

 

Malware found on Maryland parking garage payment servers 

http://www.scmagazine.com/annapolis-parking-garage-customer-payment-card-data-

compromised/article/504752/ 

 

 

 

 

http://www.spamfighter.com/News-20337-Malware-Attackers-Find-Easy-Prey-the-Free-Livestreaming-Services.htm
http://www.spamfighter.com/News-20337-Malware-Attackers-Find-Easy-Prey-the-Free-Livestreaming-Services.htm
http://www.mis-asia.com/tech/security/10-linux-malware-threats-2016---bots-backdoors-trojans-and-malicious-apps/
http://www.mis-asia.com/tech/security/10-linux-malware-threats-2016---bots-backdoors-trojans-and-malicious-apps/
http://www.scmagazine.com/annapolis-parking-garage-customer-payment-card-data-compromised/article/504752/
http://www.scmagazine.com/annapolis-parking-garage-customer-payment-card-data-compromised/article/504752/
http://www.thesecurityawarenesscompany.com/
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